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RESEARCH QUESTION
How are opponents to Bay Area regional planning efforts able to effectively organize against
urban planners’ goals of a more integrated approach on the regional issues of housing and land
use?

ABSTRACT
This paper assesses how opponents of regional planning efforts in the San Francisco Bay Area
transcend political party affiliations and established coalitions through an examination of their
organization strategies across digital platforms and traditional strategies. Contrary to widespread
perception, Bay Area opponents to regional planning are not a monolithic, wealthy, suburban
group of ‘NIMBYs,’ but instead span a broad spectrum that includes anti-gentrification and
tenants’ rights advocates, libertarians, environmentalists, Tea Party members, liberal
progressives, anti-globalists, and more. With the adoption of the region’s first comprehensive
housing and transportation plan in 2013, Plan Bay Area, these groups have for the first time
joined forces as unlikely allies to oppose the goals of regional planning; namely, transit-oriented
development and proposed increases in housing supply. This paper explores these strange
bedfellow coalitions — how and why they’ve banded together, and how they’ve overcome their
many ideological differences to rally so effectively as united fronts against regional planning. It
concludes with takeaways for practice — how planners can understand these maligned groups,
engage with them non-confrontationally in public fora, and find common ground to advance
regional planning while alleviating their fears and addressing their grievances.
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List of Acronyms
•

SB 827: a proposed bill in the California state legislature which would have preempted local
control of zoning near public transit stations and jobs centers. It failed to advance from its Senate
Committee in April 2018. Its author Scott Wiener attempted to advance its successor (SB 50) in
2019 and 2020, but it was killed in a floor vote in the Senate on January, 31, 2020.

•

NIMBY: An acronym for the phrase "Not In My Back Yard," used (often pejoratively) to
characterize resident opposition to proposed development in their local area.

•

YIMBY: “Yes In My Back Yard." YIMBYs are in favor of building housing at all income levels.
Despite their free market-driven approach, they are overwhelmingly left-leaning ‘YUPpies’
(Young, Urban Professionals).

•

PHIMBY: “Public Housing In My Back Yard.” A coin termed by Los Angeles-based
Democratic Socialists and tenants rights’ advocates in 2018 to identify their support for dramatic
government intervention in addressing the housing crisis.
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•

EMADA: Equity-Minded, Anti-Displacement Advocates. My term for the social justicemotivated groups opposing increased development (specifically, market-rate housing) in sensitive
neighborhoods due to fears of gentrification. They are mostly tenants’ rights, immigrant groups,
and unions.

•

MTC: The Metropolitan Transportation Commission is the transportation planning, financing and
coordinating agency for the nine-county San Francisco Bay Area.

•

ABAG: The Association of Bay Area Governments, a regional planning agency. It is the Bay
Area's Council of Governments. All nine counties and 101 cities within the Bay Area are
voluntary members of ABAG. It is an advisory organization whose goals deal with land use,
housing, transportation, the economy, and the environment.

•

PBA: Plan Bay Area, the region’s 1st integrated land use and transportation plan, first approved in
2013. Its authors are the MTC and ABAG. Its existence is mandate by state law SB 375 & it must
be updated every four years after an extensive public outreach process.

•

TOD: Transit-Oriented Development, a smart growth principle.

•

SF: San Francisco

•

L.A.: Los Angeles

•

AFWR: American Freedom Watch Radio, an anti-globalist, anti-regionalist organization
characterized as NIMBY in this paper. It is also used interchangeably with “Americans Against
Agenda 21,” its Bay Area affiliate.

•

NCC: The Nine-Council Coalition, characterized as a NIMBY organization in this paper.

•

SFTU: The SF Tenants’ Union, characterized as an EMADA organization in this paper.

•

DSA: Democratic Socialists of America, characterized as an EMADA organization in this paper.

•

BoS: Board of Supervisors, usually referring to San Francisco’s. As SF is a consolidated citycounty, it lacks a City Council. The BoS serves as its legislative body.

•

CASA: the MTC's Committee to House the Bay Area (erroneously abbreviated as CASA as a nod
to the Spanish word for ‘house’). A blue-ribbon task force with multiple stakeholders across
diverse sectors intended to develop regional strategies for addressing the Bay Area’s housing
crisis, it was formed in 2018 and released its 10-point Compact the following year.

•

MAD: Marin Against Density, characterized as a NIMBY organization in this paper.

•

PAFSZ: Palo Altans for Sensible Zoning, characterized as a NIMBY organization in this paper.

•

CaRLA: California Renters Legal Advocacy and Education Fund. YIMBY-run group known for
suing wealthy suburbs for failing to comply with their state-mandated housing production quotas.
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INTRODUCTION: the Reluctant Megaregion
The Golden State is at a crossroads. Its high-tech powerhouse, the San Francisco Bay Area, is
sinking further into a Kafka-esque predicament of its own creation, as it slowly becomes a victim of its
own success.
The region has always been defined by cycles of boom-and-bust—it was born from a literal Gold
Rush— and historically has emerged from America’s greatest challenges quicker and stronger than the
rest of the nation. It didn’t just recover from two world wars, the Great Depression, and two dot-com
bubble bursts— it catapulted ahead of its competitors. Yet amidst its most breathtaking rebound to date
(the so-called ‘third dot-com’ or ‘social media bubble’ led by multi-billion dollar companies like
Facebook, Twitter, Apple, and Google), has emerged the greatest challenge to the region’s growth to date:
itself.
Building off trends emerging at the dawn of the new millennium but quickly accelerating after
the post-2012 economic recovery, the Bay Area’s disparate urban nodes are integrating faster than ever
before. The economies of San Francisco and Silicon Valley are merging (Metcalf 2018), as is the greater
region as a whole. Commute patterns prove Bay Areans are travelling further and crossing county lines
more than ever before to get to and from their works and homes.
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Figure 1: The rise of “Super-commuters.” Source: Bay Area News Group
In short, we are witnessing the birth in real time of what experts call a ‘megalopolis (Lang 2005),’
with the Bay Area as the focal point of this growing Northern California megaregion. There is no single
working definition for ‘megaregion (Posner, N.D.);’ geographer Jean Gottman (1989) describes them as
clustered networks of cities with populations over 25 million, while urban planner Constantinos Doxiadis
(1966) settled around the figure of 10 million. It is therefore easier to identify them by their
characteristics: shared economic linkages, land use patterns, infrastructure (RPA 2006), and
commutersheds, for starters. Thus, while the Bay Area has been labelled a ‘reluctant metropolis’ by some
(including William Fulton in his unflattering description of Los Angeles in his 1997 book of the same
name), I will argue ‘reluctant megaregion’ is a more appropriate term for the 21st century Bay Arean
growth mindset, for the reasons outlined in this paper.
Why the cynical designation for a region which added over 600,000 newcomers since 2010 (U.S.
Census Bureau 2018) (Appendix A) and over 722,000 new jobs (BIA 2017) in the present decade’s first
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six years alone? The answer is as much political as it is cultural, deeply rooted in social factors. It is the
elephant in the room in every discussion about the region’s breakneck growth, the dirty open secret of
Bay Area liberal progressivism, and the third rail of many a barbershop conversation or Thanksgiving
dinner table: our region is deeply, deeply conflicted about embracing growth and welcoming newcomers.
Once renowned for its acceptance of outsiders, celebrated in lyrics where San Francisco
enthusiastically opens its Golden Gate, leaving no stranger outside its doors (Jurmann 1936), today the
region gains unwanted headlines for its deeply entrenched politics of exclusion. Slow-growth and antidensity advocates, pejoratively known by the acronym ‘NIMBY’ (“Not In My Backyard”) have
dominated local politics since their emergence as an organized force in the 1970s (Perigo 2020).
Employing a range of tactics to organize and execute their opposition to increased density, NIMBYs have
become a favorite scapegoat for urban planners citing the Bay Area’s inability to scale its infrastructure
and density to the realities of its 21st century megaregional identity.
Yet what the planning literature has readily overlooked, and local media outlets, community
leaders, and increasingly, local officials, have only just begun recognizing, is that NIMBYs are far from
the only parties mounting successful opposition to regional planning. Pools of ink have been spilled on
wealthy, exclusionary suburbanites’ effective stonewalling tactics, yet academics have barely scratched
the surface of the novel coalitions they are forming with some unlikely allies—very unlikely allies,
indeed.
A few local press and social media outlets have called attention in the last three years to the
efforts of a loose coalition of equity-minded, anti-gentrification activists and traditional NIMBYs,
especially after they successfully felled a high-profile state bill aiming to increase density around transit
stops (SB 827/SB 50, much more on that later) (Grabar 2020; Dillon 2020). What is much less
understood, and hardly explored in academic literature, is the nature of that informal alliance—its origins,
its strategies, and especially the tensions within that coalition. It turns out that that collaboration was not
the only successful instance of disparate groups setting aside tremendous socio-economic and ideological
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differences to defeat a top-down, regionalist agenda. This paper dives into how an odd bedfellow
coalition of conventional NIMBYs, tenants’ rights groups, anti-globalist conspiracy theorists,
environmentalists, Democrats, Tea Party activists, and more mounted a years-long battle against the
megaregion’s first unified housing and transportation plan, Plan Bay Area.
Although ultimately unsuccessful (the Plan was approved in 2013, along with its update in 2017),
it was not without a bitter fight. Four lawsuits and over 250 highly contentious public meetings (Frick
2013) later, the deep fissures in the region’s local politics landscape endure deeper than ever. Not only
have some of these coalitions continued to grow, but some are now expanding their membership and
scope statewide (Kendall 2020).
This paper explores how these groups with seemingly nothing in common banded together under
a common, anti-regionalist banner to mount the unexpectedly forceful struggle against regional planning
in general and Plan Bay Area in particular.

Chapter I. Procedure
A. A Disclaimer on Subjectivity & usage of the term ‘NIMBY’
As an Urban Planning student with every aspiration to enter the planning profession myself, I
bear no illusions about my lack of objectivity in writing this Thesis. Rather than pretend my own personal
biases played no role in this paper, I can only be upfront early about my personal leanings in favor of
conventional planning ‘best practice.’ Since my goal is to be a planner rather than an activist, and given
that this is an academic piece and not a political treatise or manifesto, I will strive to emphasize my intent
to recommend only that which I sincerely believe represents the ‘best practice’ for advancing planning in
the Bay Area. The opinions expressed are mine alone, and any perceived demonization of those whom I
may disagree with ideologically are unintended. As a lifelong Bay Area native I cannot pretend that I am
above the fray of the housing debate or that I harbor no deep passions on this subject—of course I do.
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Upfront I will disclaim that I do not self-identify as a ‘YIMBY,’ despite meeting all of its most
common demographic ‘qualifications.’ Indeed, I devote the better part of an entire chapter in this Thesis
towards assessing their shortcomings (Ch. V.D), with an eye only towards how they can improve their
massage and become a more welcoming, inclusive coalition (Ch. VII), not because that’s in their best
interest, but in all parties’. I’ll also take the opportunity now to voice my disapproval of the term
‘NIMBY,’ which I view as a negative caricature-ization of dozens of communities of engaged citizens
who harbor genuine concerns about unchecked development, preserving traditions, and the breakneck clip
of changes in their built environment. Regrettably, I have made the uneasy choice to use the term
throughout this paper merely for convenience’s sake. I admit openly that I elected the oversimplification
of ideological nuances for verbal expediency. I’d like to stress however, that this is a byproduct of my
own lack of creativity rather than any desire to further ostracize a demographic which has already been
sufficiently maligned in our profession.

B. Methodology
This paper’s primary method of research is an assessment of different stakeholders’ perceptions on
regional planning and Plan Bay Area; namely, activists, regional planning staff, elected officials,
newspaper editorial boards, advocacy groups, grassroots organizations, and specific individuals. Due to
these parties’ robust online presence, the sources consulted were overwhelmingly available online, the
primary medium they employed for both organization and dissemination of their respective messages.
Therefore, this study relies upon an extensive collection of advocacy groups’ websites and blogs in
addition to official released statements, print journalism articles, and editorials.
The research process for this thesis is best described as a survey of existing journalism around my
research question. To answer the question of how opponents to regionalism organize effectively, I turned
to a variety of media sources both print and digital. I consulted hundreds of sources and consulted across
dozens of outlets, websites, print material, and online resources. The 283 individual sources cited are
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broken down below according to media type below. The most frequently cited individual publications or
entities are also noted by sub-category, where relevant or practical.
Total Online Sources: 175
1. MTC/ABAG: 14
2. ‘Democrats Against UN Agenda 21’
(Susan Koire): 7
3. YIMBY- affiliated groups: 6

Total Print Sources: 108
Newspapers: 45
1. San Francisco Chronicle: 9
2. Mercury News: 8
3. San Francisco Examiner: 4
Journals: 23
1. Planning Theory & Practice: 3
2. Urban Studies: 2
Books: 15
Other: 25
(Government reports, legal text, municipal general
plans, magazines, think tank white papers, etc.)

I began my literature review by identifying articles decidedly in favor or against the goals of
regional planning, such as transit-oriented development and new housing proposals around regional job
centers. Having lived in the Bay Area my entire life and consumed the various local media outlets
covering these topics, I had some familiarity with which slants could be expected from which
publications. Large metropolitan outlets like the San Francisco Chronicle, were more likely to lean
towards greater regional cooperation, housing growth consistent with job growth, and increased
investment on infrastructure generally.
This is consistent with these cities’ resentment towards carrying the lion’s share of the regional
housing burden, with far more homes in the construction pipeline in places like San Francisco and San
Jose than other job-rich centers like Palo Alto, Cupertino, and Berkeley. This sentiment is grounded in
evidence, particularly when it comes to the shared responsibility of building affordable housing as
illustrated by Figure 5 on page 14, which shows the estimated dates jurisdictions will meet their lowincome housing goals at the current rate of permitting. For San Francisco and San Jose, figure is 2030 and
2048, respectively, while Silicon Valley tech hubs Santa Clara and Milpitas won’t until after the year
3000 (Beacon Economics).
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While the boards and staff writers of media based in low-density suburbs like those on the
Peninsula, outer East Bay, and North Bay were fairly committed to unbiased reporting, by virtue of their
demographics they were more likely to feature Opinion-Editorials expressing slow-growth,
preservationist perspectives. The Los Altos Town Crier or Marin Independent Journal, therefore, should
not be branded ‘NIMBY papers’ simply for covering events in their town such as massive anti-PBA
turnout at public hearings when over 450 people really did turn out belonging to groups with names like
“Marin Against Density” (Hansen 2014). If the majority of public comments at such hearings are
genuinely against TOD, then running an article titled “Residents cheer City Council's decision to
discontinue Larkspur Station Area Plan” is a fair characterization. The same can be said, then, when the
Chronicle publishes the piece “Local leaders find that supporting Bay Area housing plan spurs anger at
home” (Taplin 2019). Similarly, if newspapers like the Marin Independent Journal receive far more OpEd requests against regional planning, that should say more about the leanings of the jurisdiction they’re
based in, and the level of civic engagement of their residents, not the ‘slant’ of the newspaper staff
themselves.
Accordingly, my comments on the majority-urbanist views of the Chronicle versus those of
suburb-based papers are not sweeping generalizations so much as one person’s conclusion of observable
trends across a limited sample size of evidence. Even then, there are plenty of counter-examples to what I
just described since the nature of my research means there are no hard-and-fast-rules for conclusively
labeling any source as ‘anti-regionalist’ or ‘pro-growth.’ For instance, while my characterizations above
suggest San Francisco is universally pro-growth, the SF-based 48 Hills regularly publishes ‘NIMBY’
pieces [“Facebook money pushes Chiu housing bill” (Bronstein 2019)], and ignore the City’s bleedingheart liberal reputation [“Obama’s supply-side toolkit attacks local housing policy” (Welch 2016)].
Similarly, stereotypical NIMBY hotbeds the Peninsula and suburban Silicon Valley are actually home to
some of the most vocal pro-growth grassroots movements, like San Mateo-based ‘Peninsula for
Everyone,’ ‘Cupertino for All,’ and ‘Palo Alto Forward.’
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Sometimes during my research, I got lucky, and the name of the source itself took the guesswork
out of determining which ideological bucket to place it because it unabashedly self-identified one way or
the other. Compare, for example, “East Bay for Everyone” or “Yes in My Back Yard” to “Resist Density”
and “StopPlanBayArea.com.”
The table below is a count of the different ‘labels’ I sorted each source under. It is far from a
perfect science, is completely subjective, and as already disclosed, is inevitably biased.
Pro-growth; pro-regionalist; mainstream
urban planning; or YIMBY

80

Anti-growth; preservationist; pro-local
control; anti-regionalist; anti-mainstream
urban planning; pro-property rights; or
NIMBY
‘Neutral’ or unrelated
EMADA

49

124
29

C. On deciding not to interview
Due to the contentious nature of land use and housing politics in California, I operated under the
assumption that stakeholders would not be enthusiastic about sharing their positions openly with an
Urban Planning graduate student such as myself, particularly those who oppose regional planning. The
politically liberal reputation of both my degree program's institution and city it is located in led me to
conclude relevant parties on the conservative end of the spectrum would not be receptive to my requests
for interviews, or feel comfortable speaking candidly on the record, regardless of my intention to
withhold my own political beliefs or personal attitudes towards regional planning.
Today’s highly polarized political climate only exacerbates the emotions on all sides of the
housing debate in the Bay Area, making elected officials and local politicians even less likely to respond
affirmatively to a graduate student’s requests for interviews on these highly charged issues. Already the
third rail of local politics, Electeds must now filter their public comments and on-the-record remarks more
cautiously than ever. Indeed, one of the sources (Swan 2019) consulted in my literature review is entirely
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centered around the swift blowback politicians received for their open support of Plan Bay Area, which
cost one MTC Commissioner her position and has very publicly jeopardized its Chair’s seat at this time of
writing as well (Swan 2019).
Furthermore, established state politicians might be dismissive to interview requests from a nonjournalist such as myself, who lacks any professional credentials. Even if I were to arrange an interview
in their selected venue of choice, at their convenience, with vetted questions sent long in advance, there is
no guarantee my request would make it past an intern or aide’s email inbox, simply due to my lack of
connections with any of the stakeholders I’d seek to question. For these reasons I have instead adopted
my secondary source-dependent approach for this paper.

D. Literature Review
A great deal of literature within urban studies has been devoted to slow-growth and anti-density
movements in general, and NIMBYism in particular (especially within the Californian context), yet
relatively little scholarship exists on the twin subjects of this paper’s focus: the unlikely alliance between
ideologically divergent groups, and the novel methods they have used to organize after 2010. I identify
these emergent trends as ‘novel’ because, existing in some form only since the 2000s, social media
platforms as vehicles for mobilization by anti-development groups have really only come into their own
as a politically significant force in the last ten years. Consequently (or perhaps, in spite of this), not much
literature has been written exploring this new phenomenon, which this paper will strive to argue is both
relevant from a political standpoint but is even more critical for local planning staff to understand.
Of particular import to this relatively unexplored topic is not merely these groups’ deft navigation
of digital landscapes to conduct their activism, but their hybrid approach to blending these platforms with
established, ‘traditional’ methods for organizing. Dr. Karen Frick (2016) identifies the former as “analog”
strategies, and the latter as “the New Media;” his paper discusses both in greater detail in chapter IV.A.
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If there was any one sociological phenomenon responsible for the effective organization and
activism of the tumultuous 2010s, it was social media platforms. The role the New Media played in
movements like Black Lives Matter, Occupy Wall Street, and the Arab are well-documented in
sociology, communications, political science, and media studies (Tilly, 2006; Tarrow, 1993; Taylor &
Van Dyke, 2004). Even the discussion of the hybrid strategy incorporating digital platforms with
traditional planning processes, dubbed ‘E-planning’ or ‘E-participation,’ has risen dramatically in the last
several years (Anttiroiko, 2012; Bamberg, 2013; Evans-Cowley & Griffin, 2012; Evans-Cowley &
Hollander, 2010; Mandarano, Meenar & Steins, 2010; Slotterback, 2011). Nevertheless, how these
phenomena have been employed successfully by opponents to regional planning specifically remains
relatively unexplored; in the Bay Area context, my literature review did not find substantial scholarship
on it outside of Frick’s work. This piece represents my humble attempt to change that in what modest way
I can.

Chapter II. Background: A snapshot of the Bay Area Today
A. Opportunities
California has always been a state of boundless opportunity. From the first miners setting foot on
San Francisco’s bustling embarcadero in 1849, to the Chinese laborers working on penny wages who
united a mighty continent’s distant coasts with a transcontinental railroad. It was shipyards in Bay Area
ports like Richmond and Hunter’s Point which churned out the armaments and vessels that decisively
won the War in the Pacific, and consequently WWII as a whole in America’s favor. The brightest minds
of their generation repurposed the industrial might of that same defense industry into Silicon Valley’s
high-technology sector. In the decades since, no other state encapsulated the American Dream for so
many as unprecedented post-war prosperity expanded the reality of single family-homeownership,
automobile-centered lifestyles, and material comforts to millions under the sunny California skies.
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The Bay Area has built on over a half century of unparalleled economic growth to remain the
world’s high-technology capital and global epicenter of innovation. The region’s 2017 GDP1 of $878
billion comfortably places it within the world’s top twenty economies if it were its own country. The state
as a whole would rank fifth-largest, with its $2.7 trillion gross state product larger than the entire United
Kingdom’s gross national product (Egel 2018). Silicon Valley remains not only the world’s preeminent
high-technology hub, but also the economic engine for the region as a whole. Globally renowned research
institutions like UC Berkeley and Stanford University attract the top talent in their fields, and the Bay is
also home to the second-highest concentration of Fortune 500 (2018) companies after New York City.
From those Gold Rush days onward, the reasons behind California’s sustained success have
always lay in its people. The combination of world-class universities; a highly-educated, diverse
workforce; strong social safety net; and openness to immigrants have combined for a winning formula
and proven track record for continued growth (Taplin 2019). The population of the nine-county region has
leapt by 8.5% since 2010, with over 600,000 newcomers since then now calling the Bay ‘home.’ But this
dramatic influx has brought strenuous growing pains, as the region has dragged its feet on building the
housing and infrastructure needed to accommodate its swelling population.

B. Challenges
While the region has all the tidings on paper to poise itself as an ascendant titan, it faces a slew of
Golden State-sized obstacles holding it back. This is the Bay Arean Paradox – in spite of its superstar
economic growth numbers, it ranks first in the nation in poverty (Nichols 2017) and inequality
(Shellenberger 2018). The same suburban land use patterns that created the American Dreamscape across

1

The definition for the “region” used here is the San Jose-San Francisco-Oakland Combined Statistical
Areas (CSA), a geographic entity used for federal statistic and budgetary purposes by the Executive
Branch-level Office of Management and Budget (OMB) . The 14-county Bay Area CSA consists of two
“Metropolitan Divisions,” the Oakland-Fremont-Hayward MD and San Francisco-San Mateo-Redwood
City MD .
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the Bay, when coupled with its highly siloed approach to housing, regressive residential tax structure, and
restrictive zoning ordinances, concoct to brew a textbook recipe for unaffordability.
The groups who comprise the focus of this paper, such as the NIMBYs, are known primarily for
their opposition to housing, but since that is inexorably linked to transportation and land use, a discussion
of these areas as well must be forthcoming. Additionally, Plan Bay Area, the lens through which these
groups’ opposition is examined, is a joint housing and transportation plan, further necessitating an
exploration of the challenges surrounding both. I’ll start with the former.

II.B.i. Challenge: Housing
Before we dig into Bay Areans’ resistance to building new housing, especially multi-family
housing like apartments, we must first get a sense of the current housing crisis and the scope of the
unaffordability issue.
Many other high-demand coastal areas nationwide are experiencing the same challenges in the
economic rebound after the Great Recession, but few have made headlines like the Bay Area, where the
crisis is especially acute. The primary factors for the region’s high housing costs are well-documented:
sky-high construction and labor costs (Hansen 2019), stringent environmental laws(Deukmejian Et. Al.
2013), and community opposition (Levin 2017), to name a few. Nevertheless, the single contributor most
responsible is its severe jobs-to-housing imbalance decades in the making.
This is nothing new. The Bay Area has experienced an imbalanced jobs-to-housing ratio since at
least the 1970s, but since the post-2012 recovery from the Great Recession the situation has truly reached
crisis proportions. Between 2010 and 2016, the region added 722,000 new jobs but built only 106,000
new housing units — a ratio of 6.8 jobs per housing unit, far exceeding the balance of 1:5 recommended
by industry experts (Building Industry Association 2019).
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Fig. 2: The Jobs-Housing ratio imbalance, 2010-6
Source: MTC & ABAG

This dire shortfall is responsible for California having the second-highest housing prices in the nation
(after Hawaii). By 2019 the median home price in the Bay Area was just shy of one million dollars
($996,000 [Zillow 2018; Bureau of Labor Statistics 2019]), over quadruple the nationwide median
(Zillow 2019)(Appendix C).
In a nation where homeownership is the primary vehicle for wealth accumulation, California’s
un-affordability matters. Two-thirds of the median U.S. household’s wealth is tied to their property value
(Ausick 2018). For immigrants and the working class, homeownership has always been the conventional
route to achieving the American Dream of middle class status and a comfortable consumerist lifestyle
(Kotkin 2019). As home and rental prices skyrocket and the middle class itself shrinks, this Dream is
growing further and further out of reach for many Americans. Sadly, nowhere else are the challenges
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greater than in California. By the time the state emerged from the Great Recession in 2012, 56% of
Californians could afford a ‘middle-class home.’ Just five years later, that number had dropped down to
28% (Ausick 2019).
With homeownership quickly escaping the reach of most Californians, that leaves the renters. The
largest obstacle to building more multi-family units is exclusive land use mechanisms; namely, restrictive
zoning ordinances. You simply cannot build multi-family homes in the vast majority of Bay Area cities,
period. Constructing new apartments is illegal in 94% of San Jose, for example:

Figure 3: Single-Family zoning in San Jose
Source: UrbanFootprint and the New York Times
Experts have calculated the housing deficit as hovering somewhere around 3-4 million units (U.S.
Census Bureau 2019), meaning the state would need to double its current rate of housing production
(85,000 units per year) just to keep pace with population growth, and quadruple that rate in order to
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actually reduce rent costs (Collins 2019). The sobering reality is that the Bay Area is nowhere near these
goals, not by a long shot. While most cities are several decades away from achieving their 2040 housing
goals at the current level of housing construction, the Metropolitan Transportation Commission (MTC)
has calculated that it will take some cities biblical lengths of time longer. Concord, for example, won’t
reach their 2040 housing goals until 2984 — almost the next millennium — according to Plan Bay Area:
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Figure 4: How long it would take for each Bay Area jurisdiction to reach its PBA 2040 housing goal if it
continues the same pace of construction as it did between 2010-2017. Source: MTC
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The picture for low-income housing is even worse. Every five to eight years, the Association of
Bay Area Governments (ABAG) gives jurisdictions updated RHNA (Regional Housing Needs
Assessment) figures to determine how much housing they need to permit, at various income brackets, to
keep up with population growth. A 2019 report from Beacon Economics and the policy think tank ‘Next
10’ revealed that the three big cities (Oakland, San Jose, SF) are overwhelmingly shouldering the region’s
recent population influx while the suburbs and unincorporated areas remain decades, and in some cases
centuries behind their affordable housing targets (fig 5). Santa Clara, Milpitas, and Fairfield are on track
to reach their goals by the year 3000.

Fig 5: Estimated dates select Bay Area cities, towns, and counties are projected to meet their RHNA
goals. Source: Next 10

II.B.ii. Challenge: Transportation
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A half-century of development patterns characterized by suburban sprawl and automobilecentered infrastructure has resulted in acute traffic congestion; the second-worst in the nation according to
the Texas A&M Transportation Institute (L.A. unsurprisingly holds the top spot) (D. Schrank et. al.
2019). And it’s getting worse— commuters spent over 103 hours in traffic in 2017, up from 95 in 2012,
and 86 in 2007 according to that same A&M study, the 2019 Urban Mobility Report. With the 5th worst
traffic congestion on planet Earth, Bay Areans’ rush hour suffering is estimated to cost the region over $7
billion annually in lost productivity and environmental impacts (D. Schrank et. al. 2019).
Systemic disinvestment in public transportation, coupled with infrastructure encouraging
automobile use, lack of affordable housing near job centers, and the aforementioned land use patterns,
have also led to the Bay Area leading the nation in “super-commuters” travelling over 90 minutes each
way to work. The figures are staggering: the number of super-commuter trips originating in Alameda
County has skyrocketed by 126% between 2009 and 2017; in San Francisco, 110%; and Santa Clara
County 84.5% (Baldassari 2019). But forget 90 minutes— as affordable housing grows further from job
hubs in the Bay Area, at least 120,000 people are now driving a minimum of three hours to jobs in the
region daily (Popov & Salviati 2019). Another 190,000 commute daily from outside the nine-county
region entirely (Long & Kirkey 2019) from the distant Central Valley, Sacramento region, Sierra Nevada
foothills, and beyond. Transportation accounts for by far the single largest source of greenhouse gas
emissions produced in the Bay Area, at a hefty 40% (Mangat et. al. 2010). These alarming figures
constitute the single greatest obstacle to achieving the annual carbon reduction goals the State set out for
itself in AB 32 (the ‘Global Warming Solutions Act of 2006’).

C. Planners’ (proposed) Solution: Plan Bay Area
Experts and officials agree that a regional approach is needed to address the inherently crossjurisdictional, deeply related challenges surrounding housing, transportation, and land use. The authors of
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Plan Bay Area argue that “regional agencies currently lack the tools, resources or authority to directly
address [the] identified issues,” and propose “pursuing more ambitious funding, legislative and policy
solutions at the state, regional and local levels as well as strengthening and expanding existing regional
housing initiatives (MTC & ABAG 2019).” Plan Bay Area represents the first concerted effort to muster
those tools and set the region on track to address its most intractable challenges.

II.C.i. What is Plan Bay Area?
Plan Bay Area 2040 (henceforth referred to as “PBA”) is the state-mandated, long-range
transportation, land-use, and housing plan (MTC & ABAG 2019) for the SF Bay Area. The Bay’s first
comprehensive regional plan, it was first approved in 2013 and will be updated every four years moving
forward. Because the current iteration of Plan Bay Area, PBA 2050, is currently under development (its
Draft Blueprint will seek adoption from ABAG and MTC in summer 2020), this paper will examine PBA
2040, released in 2017. That 96-page document is the fruit of a joint effort between the Association of
Bay Area Governments (ABAG) and the Metropolitan Transportation Commission (MTC), the two most
approximate analogues to regional planning authorities in Northern California. Both have severely limited
statutory authority or actual legislative powers. In simplest terms, PBA is an advisory roadmap for future
development in the nine-county Bay Area — it is a blueprint for how the region should plan to
accommodate projected household and employment growth, along with transportation and land use
demands, for the next twenty years. Simply put, PBA “revolutionized the way the Bay Area does
planning... Prior to this point, planning had been [done individually] at the city or county level (Perigo
2020).”
PBA’s existence is mandated by Senate Bill 375, the ‘Sustainable Communities and Climate
Protection Act of 2008.” This state law requires each region’s designated metropolitan planning
organization (MPO) to integrate land use, transportation, and housing as part of a ‘Sustainable
Communities Strategy’ (SCS). The purpose of an SCS is to demonstrate how that particular metropolitan
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region (of California’s eighteen) will meet greenhouse gas emission targets set jointly by the MPO and
the state Air Resources Board. Accordingly, as the Bay Area’s MPO, the MTC was charged with crafting
Plan Bay Area in coordination with ABAG (both entities and their roles are described in the following
subsection). SB 375 mandates Plan Bay Area “identify areas within the region sufficient to house all the
population of the region” — that is, where people will live— along with the Regional Housing Need
Allocation (RHNA, more on that in a moment) for at least the next 25 years. Plan Bay Area’s distribution
of growth —that is, the development patterns it calls for, residential and otherwise — is the SCS.
Before introducing the two agency authors behind PBA, ABAG and the MTC, it is key to note
that PBA was adopted by those entities’ Executive Board and Commission, respectively; not by
California voters themselves. Like most of the U.S., California lacks any de jure regional planning
bodies; therefore the ABAG and MTC can only offer non-binding recommendations and guidelines for
jurisdictions to follow. Accordingly, PBA does not (read: can not) change any land use policies;
jurisdictions retain all local land use authority. PBA merely identifies strategies for accommodating
forecasted growth (economic, population, built environment, etc.) and lays out a roadmap for future
transportation investments.

II.C.ii. Who wrote Plan Bay Area?
The MTC, founded 1970, is the transportation planning, financing, and coordinating agency for
the nine-county San Francisco Bay Area (MTC N.D.). It is a designated a regional transportation planning
agency (RTPA) by the State of California, and an MPO by the federal government. While the majority
(17) of the MTC’s 21 Commissioners are local elected officials such as county supervisors, mayors, or
city council members, they were not elected to their position on the MTC Commission. Their job is
merely to serve as representatives for each of their nine respective Bay Area counties on matters
pertaining to regional transportation. One of the MTC’s primary duties is overseeing toll revenue
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collection and administration, along with distributing money from state and federal sources, like grants
(MTC N.D.).
ABAG, founded in 1961, is the regional planning agency and council of governments (COG)
(ABAG n.d.) for the 101 cities and towns of the nine-county Bay Area. It deals with matters pertaining to
land use, housing, environmental protection, economic development, and resource conservation. All nine
counties and each of the 101 municipalities are voluntary members of ABAG, but like the MTC, it is
primarily an advisory body with limited statutory authority. ABAG works with other regional agencies
like the MTC and the Bay Area Air Quality Management District to promote sustainable development in
the region. ABAG’s Executive Board’s responsibilities include reviewing local applications for federal
funds.

Chapter III. Opponents to Regionalism
A. Group 1: NIMBYs
Before we identify and survey the different NIMBY factions active in the Bay Area, let us first
seek a working definition for the term itself. According to Darrell Owens, a housing commissioner for the
city of Berkeley and pro-density advocate with East Bay for Everyone, a NIMBY is “somebody who is
opposed to housing in their neighborhood, oftentimes for aesthetic or economic reasons that are anti-poor
(ABAG n.d.).” especially out of a fear that increased housing density will decrease their single-family
home’s property values. The primacy of residential property values as a vehicle for the accrual of wealth
is well-established (see p. 13). Unlike equity-minded, anti-gentrification and tenants’ rights’ activists,
NIMBYs’ opposition to housing growth on aesthetic but particularly the aforementioned economic
grounds can be characterized as classist. The dramatic increase in Bay Area property values (Appendix C)
only continues to grow—in the four year window between 2012 and 2016, the percent of homes worth at
least $1 million in SF soared by 37.8%; San Jose, nearly 30%, and once-affordable Oakland, just shy of
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20% (McLaughlin 2016)(Appendix D). And then California’s notorious Proposition 13 (1978) is added to
the equation. The amendment to the state constitution limits the property tax rate to 1% of its assessed
value at the time of purchase and restricts annual tax increases to no more than 2% annually until the
property is sold (Brinklow 2019), making homeownership an even more lucrative vehicle for
generation wealth accrual than it was before.
The bottom line: as the region’s gap between the have’s and have-not’s grows even wider,
NIMBYs who are single-family homeowners are overwhelmingly more affluent than their tenant
counterparts and the working class megacommuting to jobs in the Bay Area, where they cannot afford to
live.

NIMBY characteristics in the Bay Area
Consistent with the Bay Area’s strong liberal leaning, NIMBYs usually self-identify as
progressive, insisting that they do support new housing, just not near them (hence the origin of the term
‘NIMBY.’) This has led to the rise of another label, BANANAs (“Build Absolutely Nothing Anywhere
Near Anything”) to describe their mindset. BANANAs are active throughout the Bay Area; take the 3333
California Street project in SF for starters. The proposal, developed by nonprofit Mercy Housing and
slated to add 186 affordable homes for seniors, was greenlit by the San Francisco Board of Supervisors
(BoS) and passed its environmental review process, only to be sued by a neighborhood group of Laurel
Heights residents, who claimed that they “fully support” the creation of new affordable housing, but
objected to the removal of 200 trees on the site. Despite the developer’s promise to plant twice the
number of tree and a three-year planning process which included over 140 neighborhood meetings (Prado
Group n.d.), neighborhood organizer Roz Arbel denounced the BoS’ vote as “bad government” and
claimed it was “rigged” in favor of developers2.

2

https://sf.curbed.com/2019/11/13/20963634/ucsf-laurel-heights-prado-group-trees-board-supervisors
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A similar story played out when the Midcoast Community Council, elected Municipal Advisory
Council to the San Mateo County BoS, announced their intent to construct a 71-unit affordable housing
site for families earning 30-80% of Area Median Income, with a preference for existing local employees
at risk of displacement. The Moss Beach-based group ‘Resist Density’ (2018) opposed it, claiming, they
“promote sensible planning …[and] recognize the need for affordable housing in the County” but that the
proposal would “jam too many units into the wrong location.” After an extensive survey, the County
identified just three parcels along the coast as available for affordable housing development, determining
the other two considered were not “viable for development (MidPen Housing Co. n.d.).” Three full years
and dozens of community hearings and workshops later, the Group penned a letter to the Midcoast
Community Council expressing their dissatisfaction with the “insufficient time for adequate community
review,” writing that “the short timeframe for MCC’s response on this updated application is thwarting
public involvement and understanding of the revised project analysis” (MidPen Housing Co. n.d.). The
project is currently awaiting a Coastal Development Permit for development, which will again require
another public hearing before the Planning Commission.
Despite these and countless similar cases throughout the Bay Area, NIMBYs deny any
exclusionary intention. “It’s about… care-giving, not excluding care for others,” says Susan Kirsch,
founder of the slow-growth group Liveable California. Liveable CA affiliates, including ‘Palo Alto for
Sensible Zoning,’ ‘Better Cupertino,’ and ‘Good Growth San Carlos’ prefer to identify themselves as
advocates for “sensible” development, or “preservationists.” It’s difficult not to hear echoes of the Oval
Office’s incumbent’s stance on walls reflected in those remarks, particularly his assertion that “wealthy
[people] build walls, fences, and gates around their homes…[not] because they hate the people on the
outside, but because they love the people on the inside” (Trump 2019).
This brings us to what journalist Laura Bliss calls ‘the NIMBY principle’—which, she argues,
“fundamentally begins with saying no” (Perigo 2020). As exemplified by ‘Resist Density’s’ rejection of
the only site County surveyors identified as suitable for affordable housing, BANANAs and NIMBYism
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generally is predicated not just on refusal, but also a lack of proposed alternatives. Liveable CA “is short
on fixes,” Bliss writes. “Its website offers no examples of how else to accommodate Californians who
would also like to live, ‘livably.’ Instead, it’s full of links to articles and materials opposing various state
housing bills.” This characteristic, rejection of proposed developments without offering acceptable
alternatives, is a hallmark of the ‘NIMBY principle.’

B. NIMBYs arguments
This section explores the most frequently cited grounds NIMBYs offer in their opposition to
density and increased housing.
Denial of a housing crisis
Section II.B of this paper endeavored to present the scope and gravity of the Bay Area’s housing
crisis, yet one of the defining attributes of Bay Area NIMBYism is its denial that such a phenomenon
exists. Neither Susan Kirsch nor ‘Better Cupertino’ officer Caryl Gorska believe the Bay Area is
experiencing a housing crisis, with the former “tak[ing] take offense at referring to it as a crisis,” in her
own words (Perigo 2020). Kirsch has challenged reports such as the McKinsey Global Institute, which
claims that the state has a shortage of over 3.5 million homes (Woetzel et. al. n.d.), asserting that such
figures were created as leverage for politicians to push heavy handed housing policy from Sacramento
(Perigo 2020). Palo Alto councilwoman Lydia Kou, a member of ‘Palo Altans for Sensible Zoning’ and
endorsed by Liveable CA, echoed Kirsch, tweeting (2017), “there’s plenty of housing, you just need a
superb realtor, like me.”

Neighborhood character / incompatible with existing land use
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Perhaps the most widely-known reason cited by NIMBYs for opposing new development is their
assertion that it will alter their ‘neighborhood character’ or affect its ‘small-town.’ Emeryville City
Councilmember John Bauters warns that “buzzwords like ‘community character’ and ‘quality of life’ are
dog whistles,” and that those making that argument are “coming from an exclusionary standpoint [and]
don’t want people added at all” (Perigo 2020). Such claims are usually based in a belief that proposed
housing or infrastructure is incongruous with the existing land use, a belief held by Mill Valley resident
Bob Silvestri. Silvestri spoke against a draft plan for increased housing and business near the SonomaMarin Area Rail Transit station in Larkspur, claiming ““Larkspur will never be a transit
neighborhood…transit-oriented, high-density plan doesn’t fit Marin County” (Hansen 2014). The May
2014 event was hosted by the groups ‘Larkspur Fights Back’ and ‘Marin Against Density.’

“Stack-and-pack”
Probably the next most common rejection of top-down planning efforts by NIMBYs is the
allegation that increased density represents an overly simplistic, one-size-fits-all remedy to a complicated
scenario which requires a much more nuanced approach. State Senator Scott Wiener’s proposed bill SB
827, which would have eased zoning requirements statewide to allow for greater density near transit hubs,
was frequently accused of this. “The plan is a cookie cutter solution that calls for high density, low
income stack-and-pack housing next to mass transit in all nine Bay Area counties” wrote an East Bay Tea
Party chapter (2012). Susan Kirsch concurred, writing in the Marin Independent Journal that it was “a
one-size-fits-all mandate [which] violates democratic principle” (2019). A spokesperson for Los Angeles
Mayor Eric Garcetti agreed with characterizing the bill as “too blunt for our single-family-home areas”
(Grabar 2018). That last comment was far from the only criticism from a large city representative; in fact,
some of the most scathing criticisms of the bill came not from NIMBY voices but elected officials and
their representatives from mid to large sized cities. L.A. City Councilmember Paul Koretz said the bill
would “destroy” Los Angeles (Grabar 2018), while Berkeley Mayor Jesse Arreguín called it “a
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declaration of war against our neighborhoods” (Mara 2018). Clearly, the ‘cookie-cutter’ characterization
was one shared by Californian cities of all sizes.

Erosion of Local Control / Control tactic / Attack on their Way of Life
The specter of regional planning or top-down down governance from a distant authority is among
the deepest seeded fears for NIMBYs and property rights owners alike, who place tremendous value on
their understanding of ‘local control.’ Some activists, like Susan Kirsch, view it is the very foundation of
democracy (Perigo 2020). Without local control, the path is paved for “non-elected bureaucrats to
determine people's destiny,” according to the openly anti-regionalist ‘Nine County Coalition’ (NCC; NCC
n.d.). Grounded in Jeffersonian Republicanism, this group (whose membership is spread across the
greater region, unlike other hyper-local NIMBY organizations) exists solely to, according to their mission
statement, “present facts about the downsides and dangers of unfettered regionalism (NCC n.d.).” Their
hardline approach led them to even oppose environmentalist measures proposed at the regional level, such
as 2016 ballot Measure AA, the ‘SF Bay Clean Water, Pollution Prevention and Habitat Restoration
Measure’ simply due to its cross-jurisdictional nature, asking “what could possibly be wrong with clean
water, pollution prevention and habitat restoration? Plenty wrong, when bundled as a regional proposal
such as Measure AA!” (NCC n.d.; emphasis my own).
Intimately linked with groups like the NCC’s anxiety about loss of local control and erosion of
democracy is the perception that regional governance represents an assault on their freedom of choice and
very way of life. “The objective of Transit Oriented Development,” the NCC argues, “is to make people
abandon their private vehicles, be happy with having to take public transit, and walk or bike to public
transit stops” (NCC n.d.). If allowed to run its course, such an agenda leaves no “possibility of lemon
trees or barbeque pits in a generous private back yard” (NCC n.d.) constituting a direct attack on the
midcentury American Dream itself. Statements like these are predicated on the belief that regional plans
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like PBA strip away jurisdictions’ local control entirely, even though every iteration of PBA has strained
to “emphasize that the region’s cities and counties retain local land use authority and that local
jurisdictions will continue to determine where future development occurs...the Plan does not mandate any
changes to local zoning rules” (ABAG & MTC 2019; emphasis added). Towns, cities, and counties
maintain all control to permit or deny any development projects on their own terms. Nevertheless, this
fear in particular persists across slow-growth groups and anti-globalists in particular, as will be explored
in section VI.B.ii.

C. Group 2: EMADAs: Equity-Minded, Anti-Displacement Advocates
I distinguish this coalition of activists as their own, separate from NIMBYs because while both
oppose increased density and development, they could not be for more different reasons. The operative
modifiers in the acronym I give this group, ‘EMADAs,’ are the first two letters, which stand for EquityMinded. For the numerous reasons identified in their Introduction (pp. 21-22), in the Bay Area context, it
is safe to characterize homeowning NIMBYs opposed to new housing as affluent. While the increase in
property values (Appendix C) are great for homeowners, the simultaneous increase in rent increases over
the same period has been just as sharp (fig.6), rising over 30% in many cities (fig. 7):
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Fig. 6: Bay Area rent increases, 1999-2016. Source: SF Chronicle
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Fig.7: Map of Rent Increases, 2010-2016
Source: ABAG & MTC
The consequences for renters have been devastating. While NIMBYs’ ‘drawbridge mentality’
against new housing is primarily drawn along aesthetic arguments and property value depreciation
concerns, EMADAs’ grounds for opposing newcomers stem out of fears of displacement grounded in
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concrete reality. Thus, their opposition to new housing is for classist reasons as well—but in this case,
they are the lower class at risk of being priced out of their neighborhoods and the region as a whole.

Displacement in the Bay Area
Like the housing crisis, displacement is a very real phenomenon taking a disastrous toll on the
region’s low-income families and communities of color. San Francisco has lost over half its AfricanAmerican population in recent decades, from 13.4% in 1970 to 5.2% by 2018 (U.S. Census Bureau 2018).
In Oakland, long the epicenter of Black culture on the West Coast, the sharp drop has been even more
stunning—from 43.9% in 1990 to 35% in 2000, to a mere 16% in 2018 (U.S. Census Bureau 2018).
These stunning numbers beg the question, where are these displaced communities going? Much like
megacommuters, overwhelmingly, the answer is the Delta region and western edge of the Central Valley.
Figure 8 clearly illustrates this mass exodus playing out right before our eyes.
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Figure 8: Change in African-American population, 1980-2010
Source: Stephen Menendian and Samir Gambhir, the Othering & Belonging Institute at UC Berkeley

Low-income communities which have not been pushed out already are hanging precariously on
the precipice. In 2015, the UC Berkeley Displacement Project reported that 62% of low-income
households across the greater thirteen-county megaregion were at risk of displacement (Zuk & Chapple
2015). That’s over 900,000 families—nearly 1 million households. A map identifying these communities,
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along with neighborhoods experiencing ‘advanced’ stages of gentrification and displacement can be
found in Appendix E.

PHIMBYs
All of this is explained to draw further attention to the stark differences between NIMBYs and
EMADAs and hammer home the ‘equity-minded’ nature of the latter’s reasons for opposing new
developments. Another major distinction to make is that unlike NIMBYs, who are generally opposed to
housing of all types (including those for seniors; see p.20), EMADAs are by-and-large against only
market-rate housing. Indeed, many EMADAs self-identify as so-called ‘PHIMBYs,’ short for “Public
Housing in My Backyard.” Especially active in Southern California groups like the L.A. Tenants Union,
whose cofounder Tracy Jeanne Rosenthal claims their goal is “public building and public control over the
private market,” PHIMBYs want to “resurrect the ideal of public housing” (Matthew 2019). They
disagree with supply-side housing approaches and the ‘Filtering’ theory that market-rate housing will
eventually become affordable over the course of many decades. Rosenthal claims Catherine Bauer
Wurster, an early 20th-century public housing, had it right when she said the private market “cannot
provide adequate housing for poor and working people, the situation is permanent” (Matthew 2019).
PHIMBYs are acutely aware of the much-maligned reputation public housing has had in the United States
over its contentious, poorly-funded history, and call for a revisioning entirely from more successful
models abroad.
The jury is still out on if increasing housing levels at all income levels reduces costs in the long
term, although its potential to catalyze short-term displacement is well understood. It is currently the
subject of a fierce debate between NIMBYs, PHIMBYs, YIMBYs (‘Yes in My Backyard;’ discussed in
section V.D.). Different studies point to different cities to argue both sides of the debate, citing Vienna’s
and Singapore’s robust public housing network when that’s convenient, or Vancouver’s sky-high market-
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rate units when that’s relevant. A legitimate study of those claims is beyond the scope of this Thesis’
focus.

Key EMADA arguments against new housing
Bay Area-based EMADAs such as the SF Tenants Union opposed SB 50 on the grounds that it
incentivized market-rate development and would fuel displacement via increased evictions (Perigo 2020).
The nonprofit anti-poverty law firm Public Advocates took issue with its “lack of adequate affordable
housing requirements [and] lack of protections for vulnerable communities (Bixler 2020),” despite this
third iteration of the Bill including a number of renter protections and anti-demolition restrictions for
these communities. Complicating matters further in the SB50 debate was that, despite its opposition from
the aforementioned EMADAs, it was openly endorsed by a number of other labor and immigrant groups
with similar focuses, including Cesar Chavez’s United Farm Workers of America (Wiener 2020), the
Nonprofit Housing Association of Northern California, Habitat for Humanity, and the California Labor
Federation, to name a few (Wiener 2020).
Unlike NIMBYs, who place a premium on sprawling single-family suburbs and small-town
neighborhood character, EMADAs express little interest in aesthetic concerns, namely because they have
far more pressing concerns like surviving paycheck-to-paycheck or the ever-present specter of eviction.
Traditional NIMBYs’ concerns over parking, traffic, and shadows (Dineen 2018) in addition to the
aforementioned fears identify them as definitively anti-urbanist, unlike EMADAs. EMADAs are
generally younger and more cosmopolitan, and do “believe in urbanism…that cities should be dense, and
that that is the most environmentally sustainable way for California to grow (Schneider 2018),” according
to the Democratic Socialist co-chair of LA’s housing and homelessness committee, a self-identified
PHIMBY.
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EMADAs & Regionalism
Lastly, it is important to note one other key distinction between NIMBYs and EMADAs—the
latter is not markedly anti-regionalist. In fact, many are actually in favor of a greater cross-jurisdictional
approach to their two primary areas of concern, the affordable housing shortage and homelessness crisis.
Take for instance the nonprofit ‘AllHome,’ whose stated mission is to “advance regional solutions that
disrupt the cycles of poverty and homelessness and create more economic mobility opportunities for
extremely low-income people” (‘What We Do’ 2020). AllHome’s leadership reflects their group’s
regional focus: its board members include representatives from the South Bay nonprofit ‘Destination
Home’ and the head of the Non-Profit Housing Association of Northern California (Fagan 2020). “People
talk regionally, but they act very locally when it comes to homelessness,” founder Tomiquia Moss says
(Fagan 2020). Their mission aims to do exactly the opposite.
AllHome’s near-term goals include convening regional conferences on homelessness and build
grassroots support for a sharing mandate on data between the counties’ disparate Homeless Management
Information Systems to better calculate accurate needs assessments (‘Response to Governor’s Council’
2020). “You don’t need a passport to go from San Francisco to San Mateo, but we treat all of our social
welfare, all of our safety net, all of our homeless services as if we do,” says AllHome’s chief strategic
officer (Fagan 2020). “But the fact is we are an integrated community, so we have to have a regional
approach if we are ever going to make real headway.”
Another regional attempt to address the housing crisis is the CASA Compact, a fifteen-year
emergency policy package (MTC 2019) and blue-ribbon task force developed by the MTC's Committee
to House the Bay Area (abbreviated as CASA as a nod to the Spanish word for ‘house’) which included
significant input from EMADA groups. In fact, several sitting members on the CASA Committee’s board
are EMADAs themselves, including the leaders from the affordable housing groups ‘Silicon Valley
@Home’ and Eden Housing (MTC 2019, 32). Committee members include representatives from such
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EMADA groups as MidPen Housing, Urban Habitat, the Non-Profit Housing Association, and Habitat for
Humanity, among others (MTC 2019, 34).
Out of its five focus areas, CASA’s first three cover tenant protections and include such EMADA
goals as a just-cause eviction policy, rent cap proposal, and free legal counsel and rent assistance (MTC
2019). These aren’t just pie-in-the-sky goals either, as the Compact lists current jurisdictions which have
successfully implemented these policies as ‘best practices’ to. The Compact calls for the creation of a
Regional Housing enterprise to track the changes AllHome calls for, while also unlocking public land for
housing as PHIMBYs advocate.

Chapter IV. How NIMBYs organize
As mentioned in the Literature Review, this past decade has seen the beginning of scholarship on
community organizers and concerned citizens’ novel approach to local planning engagement and land use
politics through a blend of traditional ‘analog’ methods with digital platforms (the ‘New Media’). This
chapter is divided into four sections. The first examines these conventional organization strategies, before
exploring the New Media platforms (sec. B.) these groups now employ. The unexpected effectiveness of
the latter’s usage is then discussed (sec. C.). Finally, I discuss the previously overlooked, but
indispensable role emotion plays in triggering this activism (sec. D.), and its place in the cycle of EPlanning identified by Frick (fig. 9).

A. Traditional Methods
What Frick calls ‘analog’ strategies and sociologists refer to as “repertoires of contention” (Tilly,
2006; Tarrow, 1993; Taylor & Van Dyke, 2004) cover the best-known and most conventional techniques
for raising activist awareness. These include tried-and-true tactics like flyering, petitions, protest,
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contacting representatives, and so forth. ‘Americans against Agenda 21,’ (AFWR n.d.) a chapter of the
national anti-globalist organization ‘American Freedom Watch Radio’ (AFWR n.d.) with active branches
in the Bay Area, encouraged their base to voice their opposition to regionalism by calling into local talk
shows to spread the word. Beyond the airwaves, AFWR also exhorts its supporters to divvy up their
membership by their talents to sound the alarm against sustainable development planning by “pick[ing] a
specialty area and team[ing] up with others in your group who will select other areas” (AFWR n.d.) – a
divide and conquer strategy of sorts.
Nonetheless, the real-world platform most classically associated with NIMBYism remains the
community meeting/town hall public comment podium (Marcuse, 2010; Throgmorton, 2013; Whittemore,
2013) and connecting online (Weinzimmer & Waddell, 2015), although the rising trend of especially
packed meetings and increasingly contentious hearings or workshops are a relatively new phenomenon
(Frick 2016, 95). The other hallmark of representative democracy, the ballot box, remains a staple tool for
executing public will. Voicing their opposition to a Habitat for Humanity 100% affordable housing
project adjacent to a BART station, the Nine-County Coalition writes, “the Walnut Creek City Council
needs to be more afraid of being voted out of office than afraid of not following ABAG’s [PBA]
mandates,” threatening, “more parking [spaces] or everybody gets voted out” (City of Walnut Creek
2017).
Flyering
A much less dramatic method for getting the word out, and among the oldest and simplest after
public speaking, is flyering, a tactic especially preferred by Rosa Koire, founder of the Santa Rosa-based
anti-globalist ‘Post Sustainability Institute’ grassroots organization. “Flyering is one of the most effective
ways of reaching a large number of people in a short time,” Koire writes on her website. “Get up early on
a weekend morning and take these around different neighborhoods for a few weeks. Drop them on
porches...Take the flyers with you to the store, coffee shop, meetings, and give them out” (Koire 2012).
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One disadvantage of flyering compared to the other analog methods is its cost. Unlike calling in
to talk shows or taking the mic at a community meeting, flyering isn’t free, although Koire reminds her
supporters “it only costs about $5 to make 100 black and white copies. Go for it!” If printing is an issue,
“get some friends together [and] pool your funds,” adding as parting advice, “if you can’t walk around [to
flyer], pay someone [else] to do it.” (Koire 2012)

Liveable California and their successes
Susan Kirsch’s Liveable CA (p. 23) are especially religious users of these tried-and-true analog
methods. In 2019 they “rallied residents to testify in Sacramento [and] write letters to their
representatives” (Perigo 2020), with Kirsch herself continuing her prodigious output of Op-ed’s in her
local Marin Independent Journal and Marin Post, as she has for years (Kirsch n.d.). Their influence
helped SB 827 (p. 25)’s stall in Committee that year, and they ramped up their efforts further after the
Bill’s author announced his intention to revise and re-introduce the contentious legislation. Not only did
members turn out in force to lobby in Sacramento once again, but they also spoke out at community
meetings across the Bay, from Palo Alto, Cupertino, San Carlos, and Orinda, in addition to protesting
Senator Wiener’s public appearances (Perigo 2020).
Their tactics have been working. As a direct result of these pushes, Liveable CA has not only
achieved remarkable growth since its emergence less than two years ago, but has racked up an impressive
track record of successes to their name in such a short time, too. Their lobbying is cited as a major factor
in SB50’s (SB 827’s successor) shelving for half-year long stall in Committee, after which it failed by
three votes on the Senate floor in February 2020 (Dillon 2020). Numerous local officials were elected to
their seats after being endorsed by Liveable California, from Pleasanton councilwoman Julie Testa to
Marin Supervisor Damon Connolly (Dillon 2020). Their powerful allies and members include Cupertino
mayor Steven Scharf and city councilmembers from Mountain View, Sunnyvale, and Palo Alto—home to
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Councilwoman Lydia Kou, who notably denied the existence of a housing crisis at all (p. 24). Clearly,
analog methods of NIMBY mobilization remain as effective as ever, and as the clout of groups like
Liveable CA grows, they’ve positioned themselves as an ascendant force in Bay Area politics for years to
come.

B. New Media platforms
Emergence
The role of social media as an effective tool for real-world organizing seems like an afterthought
today. Starting with the U.S. presidential election of 2008 and the 2009 ‘Persian Awakening,’ a cascade
of global movements’ outcomes were catalyzed largely by online platforms. Their role was so integral to
the 2009 Iranian protests that it was dubbed the ‘Twitter Revolution’ by the Washington Times (2009).
The most earth-shaking movements of the past decade, from Occupy Wall Street, the Arab Spring, to
Black Lives Matter, were all only able to achieve their scale and influence thanks to social media sites
like Facebook and Twitter.
So too with the rise of E-Planning. Just fifteen years ago, “the public’s primary mode for
accessing planning materials and listening to planning meeting discussions was through asking public
agencies for documents and audiotapes to be sent [afterwards] via parcel post or retrieved in person at a
planning office,” (93) Frick writes in 2013 — and that was if said meetings were recorded at all. “It wasn't
that long ago, planners would be happy to have a handful of people attend [their] events,” wrote one
editorial in the Santa Rosa Press Democrat (2012). At the turn of the millennium, most small towns and
cities, already notorious for their glacial pace of bureaucracy, certainly didn’t make planning resources
readily available online.
All of this is described to remind us not only how recent the trends of E-planning and citizen
engagement online we take for granted are, but also how unlikely and unprecedented they are as well.
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“No longer are agency meetings or discussions one-time events documented in meeting minutes” (Frick
2013, 93) Frick writes. Now, even the most routine meetings or minor subcommittee hearings for the
smallest towns are made instantly available for public scrutiny and consumption in perpetuity.
Even more paradigm-shattering than that was the unparalleled reach everyone gained with the
advent of social media—and I truly mean everyone. If the editorial board of Time magazine was once
ridiculed for selecting ‘You’ as its 2006 Person of the Year (Grossman 2006), today it is remembered as a
turning point in society’s awareness of the ‘user’s’ unprecedented influence in the Information Age. For
the first time in history, any person any where can create a free account on any number of social media
sites and gain hundreds or even thousands of real-world ‘followers’ overnight, if their message is
compelling enough.
Enter: the rise of the ‘citizen journalist’ in E-Planning. These citizen-netizens “capture
interactions and performances, particularly at public meetings [on] video,” upload them online, and before
long, “links and clips to these videos [find] their way to activists and organizations across the political
spectrum – sent via e-mail or posted on websites and in blogs ” (Frick 2013, 110). Through blogs, email
listervs, online articles, tweets, and posts, citizen journalists broadcast not just public meetings, but more
importantly, their opinions on local developments.
Before the meetings, activists gather in person but they also rely on digital
communications to spread awareness of the issues at stake, produce counter-narratives,
and disseminate training materials ... During the meeting, activists digitally tape the event
and...some text each other and tweet messages about the event as it unfolds. After the
meeting, they disseminate videos and communicate online through tweets, posts and emails as well as continue to interact in person at future public events. (Frick 2013, 110-1,
emphasis added)
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It is difficult to overstate not just the role such citizen-journalism has played in turning local hearings
upside-down, but also how quickly it continues to evolve. As social media sites are endlessly replaced by
‘the next big thing,’ the platform for the cycle described above shifts and adapts to the whims of its new
users and audiences. What could only be captured in static Facebook posts just a few years ago can now
be transmitted in real-time through Instagram Live, with users commenting and reacting as if they were in
their local council chamber themselves. As we enter the brave new world of augmented reality and VR
headsets, in just a few years even my own astonishment at the New Media’s evolution will appear quaint
and dated.

C. Effectiveness
While less than half of Americans were even online twenty years ago (U.S. Census Bureau 2000),
in 2012 the Pew Research Center reported 60% of US adults use social media, with 66% reporting its use
for political or civic involvement (Rainie et al., 2012). Those numbers are undoubtedly much higher
today, especially in the wake of the polarizing 2016 presidential election, where the nation splintered even
further into ideological factions behind keyboards, much more than the simple two choices on the ballot
would lead one to believe. The speed at which the New Media has empowered citizen-journalists has
caught even its users by surprise. “It’s like an electronic printing press on steroids or a megaphone on
steroids. With these tools we can reach a lot of people,” one property rights activists Frick interviewed
shared (Frick 2013, 106). With “YouTube,…e-mail, [etc.,] you can start to develop a following for a
cause. You start to educate people. It’s unprecedented… You could never get the kind of stuff you get
now.”
Whether a digital activist prefers being on the front-lines recording commentary or posting their
thoughts, or a follower prefers engaging with a movement behind-the-scenes just by adding one more
‘Like’ to a post, everyone has a role to play in advancing the group’s message. This is because unlike
every other form of mass communication in history, which were produced by “one [or few] to many” as
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sociologist Manuel Castells (2009, 2012) notes (think: newspaper writer, cable news staff), the Internet
allows for a dialogue between many-to-many with instant feedback. This paves the way for digital
communication to lie “at the heart of [NIMBYs’] participation and mobilization” efforts (Frick 2013,
105). Simply put, it has been the game-changer of game-changers for citizens’ engagement with local
governance.

IV.C.i. Controlling the narrative
Now that any concerned citizen can engage with community meetings any time from any where,
but especially because they can offer their commentary on such events in real time to any audience of
interested followers, the New Media has completely upended the planning process. The production and
dissemination of counter-narratives to local officials’ stances has utterly “destabilized the planning
process as conventionally understood” (Frick 2013, 109, emphasis added). While the exact role and longterm effects this nascent phenomenon will have on local governance remain to be seen, in the Bay Area it
has resulted in a rapid erosion of trust in ‘the official narrative’ as Electeds present them. If the listener
disagrees with them, they can now undermine the ‘authoritative’ view on any issue to suit their own
goals. “Public agencies lost control of primary messaging through their websites and traditional
mainstream media outlets,” Frick writes. “Activist online writing and videotaping, editing, and posting
provided unrelenting contrarian perspectives.” (Frick 2013, 109, emphasis added). Embedding links in
posts or videos to a user’s website or profile expands the reach for these alternative perspectives
exponentially.
No longer were citizens beholden to the Op-Ed section of a small-town newspaper to soapbox to
a couple dozen readers, with no guarantee of inclusion in the next issue, much less attentive readership.
With cadres of loyal followers already sharing your viewpoint and interested in what you have to say, in
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today’s New Media landscape, “We control the messaging” one activist says (Frick 2013, 109, emphasis
added).
The consequence on this sudden and radical upending of the public input process has completely
caught local planning staffs by surprise. Trained in civic participation and to maintain a professional
degree of emotional detachment and objectivity, planners remain closer to their early and mid-20th
century technocratic roots than many might like to admit. They are expertly versed in the latest accepted
paradigms of regional planning and sustainability models, and in constructively communicating with
those who might disagree with or challenge these narratives–but certainly not legions of heated residents
unshakably married to contrarian perspectives. The result? Planning interviewees reported experiencing
“fatigue and disenchantment with public engagement given the intensity of opposition that spanned the
multi-year process” (Frick 2013, 111). It takes a lot to have that kind of effect and wear down
professionals literally trained in interacting with people arguing dissenting opinions from their own.

IV.C.ii. Researching the Opposition
“Awareness is the first step in the resistance,” Rosa Koire writes (2012), echoing shades of Sun
Tzu’s adage to ‘know thy enemy. Her followers and others have taken this to heart. Opponents to regional
planning have certainly taken this to heart. Nearly every group with significant political leverage
examined in the literature review for this Thesis exhorted their followers to learn more about the side they
would be opposing. “Research Smart Growth. Look at your town’s plan,” Koire (2012) exhorts her
followers. “When you're discussing UN Agenda 21 [a framework for sustainable development, introduced
on p. 74] with people who are part of the sustainability movement think about their arguments.” She then
encourages her base to ask questions, and "if they bring up issues that raise questions for you, research the
answers.” She magnanimously concludes to “use it as a learning opportunity.” ‘Americans against
Agenda 21’ (p. 36) takes getting into the enemy’s head one step further. They ask their readers to “think
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of these [supporters] like people with severe ADD/OCD. They are locked into a conclusion and will make
up anything and everything to achieve their end” (AFWR n.d.).
Across the spectrum of anti-regionalist advocates are similar calls to research the mainstream
conventions on planning and sustainability. The Nine-County Coalition prefers a more altruistic approach,
simply reminding its followers that “with some good research…residents can incentivize their elected
officials to work with them” (AFWR n.d.). This last pragmatic approach arguably holds the greatest
chance at effecting lasting change due to engaging directly with Electeds and stakeholders responsible for
policy implementation in the first place.

D. The Role of Emotions
The final reason I will examine in exploring NIMBYs’ successful analog-New Media blended
strategy is their recognition of the power emotions play in activism, and capitalizing it to their advantage.
Frick’s interviewees on the topic reported that “as they learned more information, their emotional
responses grew stronger in opposition...Interviewees further spoke of feeling empowered through selfexpression online” (Frick 2013, 105). Chronologically, this comes after the Learning phase described in
the preceding section (also illustrated in fig 9; p. 46).

Anger
Anger, specifically, is singled out as the emotion with the greatest potential by these groups. So
pivotal is its role that, as one Bay Area property rights activist shared, they are “in the business of
education and outrage. By outrage, I mean, outrage in the sense of [getting] people to know what is going
on and having [the] intestinal fortitude” to get involved (Frick 2013, 105). Scholarly evidence backs up
their gut feeling that passion and anger are the most effective triggers for prompting reactions. “Emotional
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activity actually affects planning outcomes” (Baum, 2015, p. 4, 1999; Forester, 2013; Fischer, 2010;
Hoch, 2006; Sandercock, 2003).
Koire identifies anger as part of the natural sequence of emotions following researching the
opposition. “If you've read this site, and read the links you are probably feeling upset and concerned about
your future and the future of your country. Good” (Koire 2012). In fact, she adds that “if you're not
angry, you're not paying attention,” before diving into a characterization of UN Agenda 21 as a “coup
d'estat” (Koire 2012) (italics added).
Activists are well aware of the optics of malcontent, and actively work to harness those theatrics
to their advantage. As one of Frick’s other interviewees put it, “it is anger that makes good TV and
makes them [planners] uncomfortable. Much of these tactics has [sic] its place. The angry shaking
citizen holding her papers has its place” (Frick 2014, 108; emphasis added). Just as they turned the
conventional planning narrative on its head through contrarian tactics, so too have NIMBYs flipped the
script on the stereotypical image of the angry, disgruntled NIMBY to their favor also.

IV.D.i. Emotions as a path to greater involvement
The whirlwind of feelings evoked through the ‘research’ phase ostensibly leads new recruits to
initial involvement with any number of these groups, after which their engagement only grows. Activist
leaders welcome their newcomers into the fold by reassuring them that their previous sense of isolation is
now safely in the past. “Take a deep breath and realize that you are not alone in this. There are people all
over your state, all over America, all over the world, who are with you,” Koire (2012) writes. Isolation is
a perfectly valid emotion to feel at first, but is one of the “three things that the powers that be, the
planners, are counting on,” one activist shares (Frick 2013, 105). (The others were “ignorance” and
“apathy.”
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Feeling ostracized or alienated throughout this process are also perfectly normal parts of the cycle
(fig. 9). “Yes, if you disagree with governance by unelected boards and commissions you'll be … cut out
of the herd… you'll be rejected, mocked, shamed, and smeared,” Koire (2012) warns new members. Such
words ring especially relevant in today’s hyper-partisan, politicized climate, where indeed, tribalist
mentalities all too often result in name-calling at the end of the day in online comments sections. Koire
(2012) advises readers to steelen their resolve and expect to be called “'conspiracy theorists' or a nut.” The
authors behind the Americans against Agenda 21 site remind their base that if they’ve read up on the
opposition and done their homework, all they should do in the face of ridicule is “just stay cool and stick
to the facts” (Koire 2012). So while these groups recognize the paramount role outrage has in expanding
their membership, they’re also sure not to lose sight of the importance in keeping a cool head when
they’re on the receiving end of criticism. In this way they’ve appropriated both roles of the community
meeting stage to advance their goals.
After informing themselves about the issues, anti-regional leaders seek to channel the spectrum of
emotions their newest members are feeling into an opportunity for networking. That begins with
connecting with like-minded people either in-person or online. "Connect with others who are feeling that
their property rights are being limited or taken away through excessive regulations...You'll find allies,”
Koire (2012) says. She acknowledges that “it takes some courage to point out actions being taken by your
neighbors, by your town council, and by your community,” but nevertheless urges her followers to “Try
to get a small group together … and get used to speaking out [at public hearings].” The rewards lies in the
action itself. “It's tremendously engaging to become involved locally. It's your town—get involved”
(Koire 2012). It is precisely through overcoming fear and anger that community organization is achieved,
these authors argue, with the satisfaction of being an engaged citizen lying on just the other side.

IV.D.ii. The cycle of NIMBY activism & engagement
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Now that we’ve introduced the New Media, identified its characteristics, and explored why it’s so
effective, it is prudent to examine a framework for recognizing how it plays out in practice. The
framework developed by Frick (fig. 9) neatly summarizes the different stages in the process from initial
awareness to execution of the strategies for activism previously discussed, along with the steps of the
cycle and direction of the feedback loop. After citizens find like-minded people with whom to spread
their message, the cycle repeats itself.

Fig 9: The Cycle of NIMBY activism, from initial engagement to diffusion of the message
Source: Frick (2013, 96)

Chapter V. The Coalition between Groups 1 & 2
Now we arrive to the discussion of the strange bedfellow coalition between these two groups, the
NIMBYs and EMADAs. One unanticipated consequence of the New Media is its penchant for bringing
together diverse groups and individuals who share common beliefs but would have never met or
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organized prior to the dawn of social media. These coalitions cut across deep ideological lines
(Abdelrahman, 2009; Diani, 2000; Hoop, 2006; Nagle, 2013).

A. How Bay Area NIMBYism transcends politics altogether
To understand the relationship between these unlikely allies, we must explore how NIMBY
coalitions are able to overcome their own internal political differences in pursuit of their common goal,
for therein lies the roadmap for their coalition building with EMEDAs.

Non-Partisan nature of Bay Area NIMBYism
Examples of the non-partisan nature of Bay Area NIMBYism abound. Despite self-identifying as
liberal (‘Democrats’ is literally in their group’s name), Susan Koire’s Democrats Against UN Agenda 21
is notably allied with both the East Bay Tea Party & the conservative interest group Eagle Forum (Koire
n.d.). The Nine-County Coalition, self-identifies as “non-partisan” on their website, but “cannot help but
point out that voices being raised against PBA arise from both the progressive and the conservative
spectrum” (NCC n.d.). Where else in this nation one can see Occupy Wall Street protestors “lock arms
with environmental activists and Tea Party groups?” (Koire 2012).
The highest profile NIMBY big-tent group, Liveable CA, is highly successful (see p.34) in spite
of (or perhaps, because of) their cross-partisan appeal. In 2018 the group endorsed not just registered
Republicans and Democrats, but also members hailing from the Green Party and Democratic Socialists of
America (Koire n.d.). Had their pick for BART’s Board of Directors, realtor Eva Chao, won, she would
have been the first Republican elected to SF public office in well over a decade. But that same cycle,
Liveable California also endorsed socialist Tony Kelly for a BoS seat (NCC n.d.) too. To give an idea of
just how far apart on the spectrum these two candidates were, Eva Chao was backed by the BART Police
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Officers Association, while Kelly’s supporters included the SF Tenants’ Union and Harvey Milk LGBT
Democratic Club (Ballotpedia n.d.).

Downplaying politics
Understandably, NIMBY leaders seek to diminish the political differences among their
ideologically diverse bases as much as possible. Movement leaders avoid sensitive social topics such as
abortion or gay rights (Frick 2013, 96) or nationally polarizing issues such as presidential candidates or
immigration policy. Social media group settings allow moderators to ban members if they consistently
violate those rules, and can disable the ‘comments’ feature if a post sparks too divisive a response. It’s all
about controlling the narrative, as the interviewee from the end of IV.C.i stated. (p. 41). Two researchers
studying Tea Party leaders’ social media communications concluded that these tactics were “critical to the
mobilization and cultivation of participants who held viewpoints from across the political divide
including some self-identified democrats and social conservatives (Rohlinger & Klein, 2014)” (Frick
2013). In these ways they keep the focus strictly on the issues at hand on the online platforms where so
much of their day-to-day organization and growth takes place.
However, these groups’ primary means of avoiding factionalism among their ranks is by diverting
their attention to the common ground issues their followers are all opposed to. Bedsides increased density,
this also includes a distrust or disapproval of the conventional planning process as well. In the case of the
Agenda 21 sustainability planning framework, AFWR (n.d.) emphasizes “it’s not a Democratic or
Republican ‘plan,’ it reaches across the aisle” Koire concurs with the assessment that “this is not a
partisan issue. It is an American issue and is of concern to all Americans” adding that “political parties
are a diversion,” urging, “don't make that an issue” (Koire n.d.)
Across the groups studied, a consistent fear was observed: that pushes for greater regional
coordination represented a concerted effort by a shadow class of elites seeking to capitalize on ordinary
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citizens’ divisions to advance their agenda. Working behind-the-scenes amidst the backdrop of increasing
American political polarization in recent years, “the Sustainable Development machine moved forward.
Both parties (feeding on corporate dollars) supported it, furthered it with legislation, strengthened the
controlling agencies, and brought UN Agenda 21 principles into every federal agency--without your
knowledge” (Koire n.d.). Consistent with their anti-globalist stance that the UN is run by a clandestine
oligarchy with sinister motives, the AFWR warns “the Elite will call us names...to try and divide us....We
will not listen. We are never to be divided...drop the adjectives and join us” (AFWR n.d.). As observed in
their approach to harnessing members’ emotionality for greater organization, the latter statement’s appeal
to unity demonstrates these groups’ leadership’s tactic of welcoming newcomers after making them aware
of a perceived threat. In this instance, the menace isn’t a compatriot of a different party affiliation, but a
faceless, deep-pocketed bureaucrat hellbent on eroding their individual liberties and way of life.

B. Tensions & Political Opportunism
Nevertheless, no amount of downplaying differences, bush-beating, or appeals to rally around a
common enemy can completely erase the fact that significant tensions do exist within these uneasy
coalitions of ideologically disparate allies. Jackie Fielder, a Democratic Socialist endorsed by the SF
Tenants Union and DSA running for Scott Weiner’s state senate seat, staunchly opposed SB50, earning
her the “embrace” of Liveable California, who “warmly welcome Fielder’s views” (Liveable CA 2020).
Imagine their discomfort, then, when Fielder later tweeted that affluent neighborhoods needed to pull
their fair share of residential units to alleviate the housing crisis. “Cupertino, St. Francis Wood, the
Marina, Beverly Hills, and other ultra-wealthy neighborhoods in California need to allow more housing
so moderate and above-moderate income earners don't displace people in gentrifying places like the
Mission and the Bayview,” she tweeted (2020), setting off a firestorm in the ‘Replies’ section between
YIMBYs and EMADAs with very different visions for achieving that goal.
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For their part PHIMBYs have sought to distance themselves from NIMBYs, insisting they are not
on the same team despite sharing the same opposition to the pro-density policies groups like Liveable
California crusade against. “We are not allied with Marin County homeowners and Beverly Hills
politicians,” the L.A. DSA (2018) wrote in their statement opposing SB 827, objecting to what they called
those groups’ “co-opt[ing] the language of gentrification in order to maintain their segregated, wealthy
communities.” That final point refers to an emergent trend of some NIMBYs have taken as of late,
claiming they oppose greater density on equity grounds (McDonald 2020), enraging EMADAs. They
consider affluent groups like Liveable California’s sudden concern for gentrifying communities at risk of
displacement as a hijacking of a cause they’ve been fighting for decades without any previous support
from homeowners. These deep fissures are a testament to the magnitude of the mistrust between these
groups, who have long co-existed in completely separate realms of California’s housing debate but
suddenly found themselves uneasily and uncomfortably opposed to a common enemy.
Despite some EMADAs’ distancing of and public disavowal of NIMBY groups, in the topsyturvy landscape of Bay Area local politics, they are still brought together far more often than they’d
like—in some cases, non-consensually, for the purposes of political expediency. In the contentious 2018
SF mayoral election, the San Francisco Chronicle noted candidate Jane Kim “adopted [the] shrewd
strategy…[of] unifying her base of tenant coalitions on the east side of town with more conservative
homeowners in places like Balboa Terrace and Forest Hill” (Swan 2018). Despite branding SB 827 as “a
pure giveaway to developers… enriching the pockets of landowners,” Kim nonetheless held a highly
publicized press conference in one of the wealthiest neighborhoods of the City, West Portal, to rally
support from single family homeowners (Swan 2018). Senator Wiener, Kim’s former BoS colleague,
lamented the move as political opportunism, since “her actual politics are very inconsistent with the West
Side,” he told the San Francisco Examiner (Rodriguez 2018). Kim, a progressive and longtime
community organizer, is described as “a fierce affordable housing advocate” on her BoS profile (n.d.),
and had been endorsed by the SF Tenants Union and dozens of labor unions (Ballotpedia n.d.).
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So then why reach out to one of the City’s most staunchly anti-density neighborhoods, zoned
exclusively for single-family homes, where the average household income was over $193,000
(Point2Homes n.d.) ? “If you’re going to pander, you pander to folks who are going to vote…and those
folks are going to vote,” one political consultant told the Chronicle. Affluent and educated, Westside
residents are proud of their high voter turnout. In their own words, “[We] all vote. [We] would get off
[our] deathbed to vote,” George Wooding, president of the Coalition of San Francisco Neighborhood, told
the Examiner (Rodriguez 2018).
Kim nevertheless lost the election to incumbent (and YIMBY ally) London Breed, earning 24.2%
of the vote to Breed’s 36.6% (City & County of SF, n.d.).

C. Overcoming political differences
Downplaying political differences is NIMBYs’ preferred strategy to avoid igniting the tinder box
of potentially divisive issues among their new, diverse base. But as explored in the preceding section,
because so many of these followers’ ideological beliefs are paradigmatically at odds with each other (e.g.
property rights advocates and libertarians vs. PHIMBYs), it is impossible for leaders to completely gloss
over these differences. Since they cannot outright deny these tensions, how do they choose to confront
them?

V.C.i Becoming a more inclusive alliance
One strategy for overcoming these differences is by embracing diversity to become a ‘big tent’
coalition accepting of members of all ideological stripes. Liveable California offers a template for this
approach, as it seeks to shed its affluent, suburban NIMBY image to appeal to younger, urban EMADAs.
In its crusade against SB 827/50, it “emphasized concerns about the zoning reform bill’s impact on
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affordable housing, and aligned with anti-gentrification groups — even protesting alongside Oakland
activists ‘Moms 4 Housing’” (Kendall 2020), a collective of homeless, single mothers of color who
occupied a foreclosed vacant West Oakland home to raise awareness about the housing crisis (Brentin &
Holder 2020). As discussed in the beginning of section V.B. (p. 49), Liveable CA’s leadership is willing
to swallow the classist accusations leveled against them by EMADAs if it means adding another
politically active group to their ranks. Weighing the risks of division against the political payoff of
building a coalition to defeat pro-density bills, NIMBY coalitions have decided to welcome potentially
divisive voices into their fold.
Another elephant in the room was demographics. Several NIMBY groups are keenly aware of the
public’s perception of their movement as stereotypically white, older, and wealthy, so they’ve begun
taking steps to rectify that. To change their optics, they’ve decided to re-invent their image and diversify
their ranks. They recently added 24-year-old Afro-Mexican community activist Isaiah Madison to their
board, which had previously consisted entirely of white men in their 70s (and one in his 50s)(Kendall
2020). Madison calls SB 50 “an open invitation to gentrification and destruction in South L.A., the largest
black community in the western United States” (Hall 2018), pointing out that “you will see black
communities fighting SB 50.”
This comes as part of a broader effort by Liveable CA to both re-brand and expand their
operations statewide; Susan Kirsch resigned as president over the latter decision in January 2020 to
remain a grassroots organizer in Marin (Hall 2018). They’ve since formed a political action committee
(PAC) under an entirely different name, ‘A Better Way Forward to House California’ (Hall 2018), and
raised nearly $170,000 in 2019 alone, including a $50,000 contribution from TODCO, a San Franciscobased affordable housing developer formed in the 1960s by poor and elderly SoMa residents facing
displacement (About n.d.). ‘A Better Way’s’ goal is to use their PAC money to launch a ballot measure
protecting local control (Perigo 2020). Sitting on A Better Way’s board is Gabriel Medina, coordinator
for the ‘SF Latino Parity and Equity Coalition.’ Medina oversaw the dispensation of the Mission Tenants’
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Fire Fund to low-income Latinos displaced by fires in the Mission District (Medina 2019). Liveable
California has also been collaborating with high-profile equity activist Damien Goodmon of SouthCentral L.A. and tenants’ rights organizer Larry Gross (Kendall 2020).

So far, the political dice roll has been paying off. Rather than dividing their group, adding
EMADAs’ voices to their coalition has improved optics tremendously and swayed entirely new bases of
grassroots supports and urban politicians to their side. The new statewide focus has also proven its mettle.
Weiner’s second attempt with SB 50 was shelved by L.A. County senator Anthony Portantino on the
grounds that removed too much local control (Dillon 2020). When it finally returned for a vote on the
senate floor in January 2020, SB50 was killed largely because of the fierce opposition in southern
California. Of L.A. County’s 11 state senators, 10 voted no or abstained. The bill failed by three votes
(Dillon 2020).

D. Capitalizing on their opponents’ weaknesses
The other key factor responsible for the newfound NIMBY-EMADA coalition’s latest string of
resounding success has been their ability to capitalize off their opponents’ political and social weak
points. This section will focus on how they’ve taken aim at the pro-growth YIMBYs, because they
constitute their largest and best-organized political adversary. In its three years of existence the umbrella
‘California YIMBY’ organization has swelled to over 75,000 dues-paying members across 25 local
chapters, stretching all the way from Humboldt County to San Diego (‘About’ n.d.).

V.D.i Traumatic legacy of urban renewal
YIMBYs’ calls to drastically reimagine the built environment and their unabashedly prodevelopment stance conjures traumatic memories in low-income communities of color who were
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historically on the wrong end of white, technocrat-driven Urban Renewal strategies. In the 1940s and
50s liberal-leaning civic leaders declared the historically black Fillmore District “blighted” and razed it,
displacing some 10,000 people (Thompson 2016)(Appendix L). Developers advertised the freshly erased
neighborhood, so renowned for its cultural scene it was dubbed ‘the Harlem of the West,’ as a prime
investment opportunity “in a highly desirable location” (Appendix J).
Sadly, stories like this were commonplace throughout last century, with West Oakland hit
especially hard. A magnet for African-Americans fleeing Jim Crow oppression in the South and attracted
by wartime shipyard jobs (Solimon n.d.) (Shapiro 2010), the Seventh Street Corridor would carved up
and facelifted in three successive waves of urban renewal in consecutive decades. Bulldozers swept clean
markets, restaurants, homes, and a bustling nightlife scene (Appendix M-O) to pave way for the elevated
Cypress Freeway in the 1950s, splitting West Oakland in half. In the 1960s construction of a massive new
USPS facility displaced over thirty acres of the residential South Prescott neighborhood. The 1970s
heralded the arrival of a brutalist BART station and its elevated tracks, the death knell for what remained
of Seventh Avenue’s once-vibrant retail strip.
The painful legacy these heavy handed upheavals are ingrained in the communities they ravaged,
with surviving working-class neighborhoods like San Francisco’s historically Latino Mission District all
the more determined never to fall victim to planners’ lofty promises of redevelopment.

V.D.ii Demographics Optics
Both NIMBYs and EMADAs have been able to exploit YIMBYs homogenous demographics to
their advantage, depicting them as a monolithic group of white, young, affluent urban newcomers
(McCormick 2017) (Axel-Lute 2-19). These characteristics might not seem readily concerting at first. At
best, they might serve as grounds for established residents to dismiss them, but at worst, they have made
vulnerable populations deeply uncomfortable, even threatened. When Maria Zamudio, organizer with the
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Mission-based anti-gentrification coalition ‘Plaza 16 Coalition,’ first heard of the YIMBYs and their
unapologetically pro-development platform in 2016, she was “suspicious of [them and] the homogenous
whiteness of the group” (Meronek 2018). After bursting into the Bay Area political scene in the early-tomid-2010s, YIMBYs displayed little self-awareness of either the region’s local history, their own
demographics, or the paternalistic ‘white savior’ tone of their pro-market message. “They’re like, ‘Just
build housing, you stupid brown people! I moved here last week, and I need a place to live!’” (Meronek
2018). Zamudio said. Longtime residents expressed feeling profoundly disrespected being told by the
recent transplants that the housing crisis was their fault, for foolishly fearing urban renewal and
displacement. “They’ve flipped the script,” says Deepa Varma, director of the SF Tenants Union. “It’s a
mostly white, mostly young, mostly able-bodied bunch of people suggesting that working class
neighborhoods are being NIMBYs” (MCCormick 2017).

V.D.iii YIMBYs’ newcomer/outsider status
Actual NIMBYs echoed EMADAs in their contempt for the new arrivals’ apparent disregard for
local history or people who had been living there for decades. “Established residents often see themselves
as long-term shareholders in their community,” says one Stanford political scientist. “They feel a
responsibility for protecting the community against perceived threats, which [include]…the undesirable
effects of over-development” (Bliss 2019). For EMADAs as well, being a ‘native’ and especially a
‘multi-generational’ resident is a badge of honor worn with pride; as it is for anti-gentrification organizer
Damien Goodmon, whose online biography prominently identifies him as “a fourth-generation Angelino”
(Crenshaw Subway Coalition n.d.). As young newcomers largely raised in newly-constructed suburbs
their parents settled after White Flight, “it may be harder for young professionals …to understand why
[these feelings] are a big deal ... that feeling of belonging,” says Miriam Zuk of the Urban Displacement
Project. YIMBYs’ inability or unwillingness to respect these communities has been a point of contention
both NIMBYs and EMADAs have found common ground in opposing.
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Their outsider status, demographics, and class background (along with their confrontational
attitude and corporate supporters; discussed in V.D.v and V.D.vi momentarily) have made YIMBYs and
‘techies’ a favorite target for local artists to lampoon. A small sample of their diverse and visually
impressive output is included in Appendix P-S.

V.D.iv. Political inexperience
Their wet-behind-the-ears youthfulness also means the YIMBY movement is many of its
members’ first time dipping their toes into the waters of political activism. By comparison, many
EMADA groups they would later spar with have over forty years of organizing experience: TODCO (p.
52) was founded in the late 1960s; the SF Tenants Union, 1971; the Chinatown Community Development
Center, 1977; and the SF Housing Rights Committee, 1979.
Anti-urbanist groups like the SF Sierra Club also have decades of experience under their belt,
with many of their longtime members getting their start in activism in the 1960s environmentalist
movement. Activists prevented the infilling of SF Bay for re-development in the 1960s and have
remained vigilant since, creating a successful Ballot Measure to prohibit large Bay fill projects without
voter approval (Measure D, 2001)(Save the Bay n.d.) and halting developers’ plans for housing along
Redwood City’s shoreline in 2012 (Redwood City Neighbors United n.d.).
By now it should be readily apparent that nothing in Bay Area housing politics is quite what it
first appears to be. Not only do the tiniest towns pose the most formidable resistance to large developers,
but they actually triumph over Goliath more often than not. Take for example the hamlet of Brisbane, a
community which only crested 4,000 residents after 2010. Brisbane has a long history of successfully
weathering Sisyphean development battles and coming out on top. After decades of usage as neighboring
San Francisco’s garbage dump (beginning with the removal of debris from the 1906 earthquake),
residents succeeded in halting all landfill operations in 1972 (Oral History Associates 1989). Since the
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1960s their ‘San Bruno Mountain Watch’ has logged numerous victories as well, including a 1976
decision to reject the high density 12,662 unit ‘Visitacion Rancho’ development (Appendix T; also see U)
(Oral History Associates 1989), scaling back the Terra Bay project from 20 to 8 acres in 2016 (Skidmore,
Owings, Merrill, 2009) and numerous successful habitat conservation lawsuits (The Day 1983).
The town made headlines recently for their opposition to the creation of a new neighborhood on
the formerly industrial Baylands parcel, which would have added 4,434 units of housing (Fancher 2009).
First proposed in 2005, after over 12 years of fierce opposition, their City Council approved a scaled-back
version of the project with roughly half the number of homes (SPUR 2018), and only under intense
pressure from regional and state authorities, who even threatened annexing it into neighboring San
Francisco (Green 216). YIMBYs got their first taste of Brisbane’s battle-hardened political chops when
they turned out in force to a September 2016 meeting to speak in favor of the Baylands, where “Brisbane
officials listened, but…weren’t swayed” (Lucas n.d.) They flatly rejected SF ‘YIMBY Action’s’ director
Laura Foote’s call for regionalism (“the Bay Area operates as one”), with then-councilwoman (now
Mayor) Terry O’Connell responding, “my allegiance is to the people of Brisbane” (Lucas n.d.).

V.D.v YIMBYs’ confrontational attitude
Bay Area YIMBYs’ sense of urgency in their crusade to build more housing has translated into a
confrontational attitude in their leadership, particularly as the movement first got off the ground earlier
this decade. Their abrasive approach has earned them the enmity of both NIMBYs and EMADAs.
“Rather than extending an olive branch and sitting down to talk about how we can achieve more density,
the YIMBYs’ approach has always been about confrontation,” George Wooding, president of the
‘Coalition of San Francisco Neighborhoods’ group, told the San Francisco Chronicle in 2018 (Dineen
2018). In a now-deleted tweet YIMBYs denounced Wooding as a “wealthy, west side homeowner with
too much time on his hands” (Dineen 2018). Even groups with historically NIMBY stances who have
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sought to open channels of dialogues with YIMBYs have been rebuffed. In 2015, Jim Worshell, president
of the ‘Hayes Valley Neighborhood Association,’ invited several YIMBYs to a meeting, where he
claimed Brian Hanlon told the gathered, “we can’t wait for you to die and rip those pretty Victorians
down” (Dineen 2018). Hanlon, now the C.E.O. of the statewide California YIMBY organization, denies
this, but the damage was done and the impression persists.
Perhaps no individual affiliated with the movement has garnered more headlines or stirred the pot
more than firebrand ‘YIMBY Action’ cofounder Sonja Trauss. Trauss, a Philadelphia native and selfdescribed anarchist, first arrived in SF in 2011, and quickly established herself at the helm of the nascent
pro-housing movement. She founded the Bay Area Renters’ Federation (SFBARF) in 2014 and formally
established San Francisco’s YIMBY Action three years later (YIMBY ‘About’ 2017). From the get-go
she has stricken a divisive chord. In a 2015 SFBARF presentation, one of Trauss’ slides listed “break[ing]
the alliance between rent control advocates and affordable housing advocates” as one of the group’s
declared objectives. Early on in her activism her rhetoric alienated EMADAs, especially a now-deleted
Tweet declaring “gentrification is an unmitigated positive phenomenon for Black homeowners. Full stop”
(Dineen 2018).
At public comments before the BoS in November 2016 in favor of a 157-unit development in the
Mission, Trauss upped the ante, delivering remarks widely regarded as equivocating EMADAs’ antidevelopment platform with Donald Trump’s exclusionary nativism. Denounced as “crazy, insensitive, and
deeply racist,” even by her fellow YIMBYs (Axel-Lute 2-19), Trauss’ comments actually swayed some
Supervisors in favor of the project to instead uphold its appeal, in what became a unanimous 9-0 decision.
Among them was Supervisor David Campos. Campos who represents the Mission District and said
Trauss’ comparisons “turned off not just me. They turned an entire board against them," adding, “this is
someone who has no sensitivity and no concern on the impact that the project could have on the cultural
district...You can be passionate, but not disrespectful."
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As the public face of the YIMBY movement in San Francisco, Trauss has done her group no
favors in building coalitions with its political establishment (aside from allies Scott Weiner and Mayor
Breed). In addition to Supervisor Campos, she’s also earned the disapproval of Supervisor Gordon Mar,
who opposed Breed’s nomination of Trauss to ABAG’s regional planning committee. “ABAG Executive
Board members represent diverse interests, and must be able to bridge the divisions that exist across the
region, across neighborhoods, and across ideology,” Mar told the San Francisco Examiner in November
2019 (Waxmann 2019). “Sonja Trauss has a history of inflaming these divisions, rather than working
across them.” Although eventually confirmed to that position, the general public soundly rejected Trauss
in her bid for a BoS seat. She earned just 18% of the vote (Keeling 2018).
I focus on Trauss’ abrasiveness not merely because she’s the vocal leader of the Bay Area
YIMBY movement, but also because she’s set the tone for many of her followers’ behavior. No clearer
was this on display than at one fateful rally on the steps of SF City Hall in April 2018, where EMADAs
unexpectedly showed up in force to voice support for the BoS’ vote to endorse SB 827, instead of the
NIMBYs Trauss and co. had expected. What began as a heated demonstration quickly devolved into
chaos after, according to Examiner reporter Joe Rodriguez, Trauss “moved into the crowd and shook her
protest sign in the face of an elderly Chinese man, and, in turn, was allegedly shoved by a white woman
from the anti-SB 827 crowd” (Rodriguez 2018). Video show sheriff’s deputies escorting Trauss out of the
crowd, which included a large number of senior citizens from the Chinatown Community Tenants
Association. Rodriguez reported that one 77-yeard old from that Association “was so disturbed by the
YIMBY shouting that she later fainted and was ferried by ambulance” to the hospital (Rodriguez 2018).
“Our members were intimidated by YIMBY. They felt threatened,” said 78 year-old Wing Hoo Leung,
president of the Chinatown-based Community Tenants Association, whose own remarks that day were
drowned out too (Rodriguez 2018).
EMADAs and NIMBYs alike were unified in their outrage at the spectacle (images: Appendix VX). “What I saw today happen to Black, Latinx and Asian activists from working-class SF communities
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when they tried to speak about their struggle ... was absolutely infuriating and pathetic,” DSA member
and speaker Shanti Singh said (Meronek 2018). “Shouted over by white people. Is there a more perfect
encapsulation of our urban history?”
Zelda Bronstein, leader of a 2012 campaign against a ballot measure to upzone West Berkeley,
wrote that the YIMBYs’ message that day was that “it’s okay to bully people, as long as they are white;
it’s especially okay if they’re white property-owners” (Bronstein 2018). The PR fallout from the fiasco
was so radioactive that the YIMBYs, who never misses an opportunity to describe their behavior as
“unapologetic” (YIMBY Action n/d/) was compelled to very publicly do just that. Executive Director
Laura Foote (2018) shouldered Trauss’ damage control, issuing a statement reading in part, that YIMBYs
“did not anticipate the composition of the rally” and that it was “beyond insensitive to chant over speakers
from Chinatown, the Mission, the Western Addition, and the Excelsior.”
This wasn’t the first time Foote has had to plead mea culpa (Axel-Lute 2019), and it most
certainly won’t be the last. The unresolved tensions between YIMBYs and EDAMAs have shown little
indication towards healing in the near future, with neither side taking initiative to mend the divide.
Indeed, while San Franciscans across the board recognize the need for housing, YIMBYs’ alienating,
confrontational attitude will continue turning off potential allies. While Foote’s statement that YIMBYs
“should have allowed those speakers to voice their opinions…. their fears are legitimate” (Axel-Lute
2019), is a step in the right direction, it doesn’t go far enough in recognizing her group’s need to swallow
their pride and ideological purism to actively collaborate and cooperate with EDAMAs. Models for
overcoming these do exist, and are presented in Chapter VII.A. In the meantime, YIMBYs’ nocompromise, line-in-the-sand attitude will continue to pose one of the greatest obstacles to developing the
political goodwill needed to pass their agenda.

V.D.vi Corporate & developer backers
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EMADAs’ discomfort with YIMBYs stems partially from the former’s backers in the real estate
industry, citing SB 50’s endorsements from the California Association of Realtors (2019) as a specific
example. YIMBYs’ support from corporate interests and deep-pocketed Tech donors runs not much
deeper, and has been highly publicized. Rather than downplay their extensive financial support from the
most villainized boogeymen in SF housing politics, YIMBYs have embraced it. The full ramifications of
getting in bed with the City’s favorite scapegoat for the housing crisis remain to be seen. In the meantime,
not only are YIMBYs either unaware or dismissive of the potentially damaging optics of these
partnerships in the liberal Bay Area, but they have made themselves vulnerable to both of their political
enemies, as NIMBYs have recently co-opted EMADAs’ progressive rhetoric into their platform as well
(p. 50).
The Bay Area’s pro-housing camp has welcomed Big Tech’s generous contributions since the
beginning of the movement. It was Yelp CEO Jeremy Stoppelman’s initial $10,000 “personal gift” to
Trauss that helped her launch YIMBY Action; Stoppelman would go on to donate over $100,000 to
SFBARF alone (Meronek 2018). As PACs, YIMBY Actio’s and SFBARF’s were required to publicly
disclose their donors, revealing that between 2015 through 2018 43% of their $377,000 raised came from
employees of tech firms (Meronek 2018). Among the firms represented were executives from Cisco
Systems and software engineers from Google and Facebook. Long the easy target for progressives’ ire,
tech CEOs like Stoppelman defended their contributions, claiming “it’s ridiculous to blame
companies – tech or non-tech – for rapidly adding jobs" (Li 2015). At 10%, the next largest donor groups
were real estate employees, followed by architects and real estate attorneys, respectively (Li 2015).
In stark contrast to EMADA groups who have been struggling financially for decades (see p. 50)
and whom have lost countless members to the very displacement they fight so passionately against,
YIMBYs’ successful courting to deep-pocketed donors has allowed them to hold increasingly lavish
fundraisers, beginning with their extravagant 2017 Awards Gala (pictures in Appendix Y-A1). Held under
the chandeliers of San Francisco’s prestigious hundred-year old Verdi Club, Stoppelman was among the
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featured guests and a keynote speaker (Murphy 2017). They raised the bar at the following year’s Gala,
where their big-name political allies Oakland Mayor Libby Schaaf and State Assemblyman David Chiu
made appearances along longtime supporters Scott Wiener and Mayor Breed.

Statewide industry support
At the state level, Microsoft’s Vice President was among the tech executives who joined forces in
summer 2017 to raise half a million dollars for ‘California YIMBY’ (Staff 2017). By December, they
cleared the $1 million mark (Dougherty 2017). Pressed about her movement’s support from tech CEOs
and their employees, Trauss acknowledged that big employers have “a workforce housing issue,” and that
“workers and their employers are on the same page” in dealing with it (Meronek 2018).
In January 2018 SB 827 received its highest-profile backing yet, when 130 tech executives and
venture capital partners declared their “solid support” for the Bill in a letter addressed to Wiener, thanking
him “for [his] leadership on this critical issue” (Friedman et. al. 2018). Among the signatories were the
CEOs of Salesforce, Mozilla, Lyft, Yelp, and Twitter. Although Facebook did not sign the letter,
spokesman Jamil Walker said the company supported the Bill too (Kendall 2018). Once again, YIMBY
leadership was enthusiastic to have their support. “I’m very excited to see employers stepping up to this,”
Foote said (Kendall 2018).
But these industry leaders are far from merely voicing their support on the sidelines—they have
directly contributed to Senator Wiener’s campaigns tremendously. Compiling publicly-available data
from VoteSmart and FollowTheMoney.org, in January 2020 the SF Tenants Union published an
exposé denouncing Wiener for receiving more campaign donations from the real estate industry in his two
Senate runs than any other California legislator combined (Woocher 2020). Wiener received $166,650 in
direct donations from the real estate industry in his 2016 campaign (JustFacts n.d.), in comparison to the
$50,777 received by all 38 other state senators (with publicly available data) put together (Woocher
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2020). The SFTU stressed that these figures only account for direct donations, and do not factor in socalled ‘dark-money,’ such as the $1.5 million spent by independent expenditure committees for Wiener’s
2016 run reported by the Chronicle—well over five times earned by runner-up Jane Kim (Palomino &
Green 2016). The Chronicle reported the largest contributors here were also real estate groups, while
Kim’s relied more heavily on tenants’ rights organizations.
All of this further fuels EMADA groups like the SFTU’s claims that Wiener is beholden to
developers and the real estate industry, and “may explain why he opposed both Prop 10 [allowing local
governments to adopt rent control (Ballotpedia n.d.; AIDS Healthcare Foundation 2019)] and Prop C [a
tax on SF businesses with over $50 million in gross annual receipts, to fund homelessness services
(Ballotpedia 2018; Weiner 2018)] — both of which were strongly opposed by the real estate industry”
(Woocher 2020; annotations my own). EMADAs’ criticisms that Senator Wiener is largely bankrolled by
Big Tech and developers, therefore, certainly has the numbers to back them up. Regardless if that makes
him ‘beholden’ to their interests as they claim, it’s certainly not a good look, but also one neither him nor
YIMBYs have shied away from at all. It’s an open secret in the City. “It’s absolutely no surprise,” said
Jackie Fielder, the Democratic Socialist running for his seat in response to SFTU’s exposé. “His signature
legislation, SB 50, is one of the biggest giveaways to real estate in decades.”

V.D.vii YIMBYs’ top-down, market based approach
Speaking of bad optics in the left-leaning Bay Area, YIMBY’s unabashedly market-driven
approach certainly hasn’t done them any favors currying progressive support either. The groups’
“willingness to lobby for market rate housing in traditionally minority neighborhoods has seen them
called techie gentrifiers and developer stooges,” writes London’s Guardian, while “their penchant for
market-based solutions has seen them called ‘libertarians’ with ‘trickle-down economics’” (McCormick
2017). And once again, their decision to embrace this pro-developer approach rather clarify their stance
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has earned them the ire of both EMADAs and NIMBYs. As one former L.A. City Councilmember
observed, this approach “has united tenants’ rights organizations with small business and homeowners, all
of whom are rising up against this broad-brush approach” (Yaroslavsky 2018).
YIMBYs’ refusal to clear the air on these criticisms has even led some of its own organizers to
part ways in the absence of a more equity-minded leadership. Joe Rivano Barros, former communications
director for YIMBY Action, says YIMBYs “failed to take seriously the real trauma that is associated with
development and the worries about top-down development choices made by politicians who are not
trustworthy in many people’s eyes” (Axel-Lute 2019). Barros now helps lead the campaign advocacy firm
‘Worker Agency,’ which backs progressive groups like the Chicano coalition ‘MiJente’ and labor
organizing group ‘Gig Workers Rising.’ So not only is the YIMBY movement’s hemming and hawing on
this issue costing them potentially valuable alliances and a progressive base of supporters, but it has also
contributed to a brain drain of talent from their own leadership.
For her part, Trauss has not done much to help the optics issue. “I don’t want subsidized,
supervised affordable housing,” Trauss wrote in 2015 for the San Francisco Libertarian Party, in a
comment certainly earning her no favors from PHIMBYs like LA’s DSA (p. 64). “I want to consume
housing the way I consume all other products.” This kind of language makes EMADAs feel both
patronized, and lumped in with NIMBYs. “According to the YIMBY leaders, now we equity advocates
are the problem too, little different from the NIMBYs,” the co-director of the affordable housing ‘Council
of Community Housing Organizations writes (Marti 2019). He feels YIMBYs have painted EMADAs as
“rabid progressives who are too naïve or ideological to understand how the market really works.” He
soundly rejects the ‘filtering’ hypothesis that YIMBYs preach, sarcastically adding that “we poor people
and immigrants, we working-class queers stupidly don’t realize that luxury development now will
eventually become the affordable housing of the future!” (Marti 2019).
If YIMBYs want to bridge the gap with these communities, they need to begin by toning down
the free market-salvation rhetoric that Trauss and others still swear by. To their credit, at least some have
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taken steps towards that, with Foote insisting that “relying on market-rate developers for the needs of an
entire community is a fool’s errand,” clarifying that she does “want a welfare state” (Axel-Lute 2019). It’s
a step for YIMBY leadership, but certainly much more dialogue is required by her and especially Trauss
to clear up the libertarian label their opponents have capitalized on so successfully in recent years. In the
absence of clarifying statements like this, they will continue to hammer down on that perception and turn
away even more pro-housing progressives from their ranks.

Chapter VI. Opposition to Plan Bay Area
This final chapter will explore how the coalition between these groups have channeled their
opposition to planners’ goals of increased housing, ToD, and greater regionalism, by examining their
stances on through Plan Bay Area. After explaining why PBA was chosen as the primary document for
assessing these groups’ positions, this chapter will dive into five key reasons for NIMBY opposition to
these goals (pp. 69-79), then two EMADA concerns, respectively, before concluding with a brief
discussion of the techniques used to resist PBA’s agenda.

A. Why discuss PBA?
As mentioned during PBA’s introduction (p. 19), PBA is the Bay Area’s first integrated
transportation and housing plan. As a comprehensive blueprint for regional development, it marks a
radical departure from the siloed, city-by-city, county-by-county approach to planning which has
characterized the profession in the Bay Area for the better part of a century. Simply put, it “revolutionized
the way the Bay Area does planning” (Perigo 2020). In a nine-county megaregion whose collective
fortunes are more closely intertwined than ever, this was a huge first step in regional collaboration on
inherently regional issues.
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VI.A.i- The first ‘regional’ plan
Regional coordination in the Bay Area is not without precedent, but it has almost always lacked
“teeth,” or enforcement tools. Air quality and traffic congestion have regional oversight through the Bay
Area Air Quality Management District (BAAQMD) and MTC, which were founded in 1955 and 1970,
respectively, but neither are equipped with the legislative tools needed to bind their constituents to
achieving any goals. Most residents are only familiar with the BAAQMD for its ‘Spare the Air days’
when residents are “asked to reduce pollution by making clean air choices” on days when air pollution is
expected to exceed healthy levels (BAAQMD n.d.). Jurisdictions face no penalties for non-compliance,
nor are any incentives offered encouraging them to reduce particulate matter or ozone pollutants on days
unhealthy for sensitive groups. During the winter, residents do run the risk of a $100 fine for burning
wood on a Spare the Air day, but these usually only occur when they are reported on by their neighbors
(BAAQMD n.d.).
Similarly, the MTC lacks any actual authority to enforce its recommendations to jurisdictions on
matters pertaining to regional transportation. Like its regional partner ABAG, the can merely offer policy
suggestions for regional development and coordination (see p. 20). While the two agencies have been
increasingly called to oversee the latter, the MTC’s only real powers lie in its original duties: setting tolls
and appropriating transportation funds. So despite the mounting pressure on the megaregion to ask more
from the MTC and ABAG, neither agency is equipped with what it needs to meaningfully address the
Bay Area’s growing pains. PBA marks the first concerted step to rectify this by wedding housing, land
use, and transportation planning together.
However, while they might lack the ‘stick’ to enforce their goals, PBA does have ‘carrot’s—
suites of incentives to reward ‘good actor’ jurisdictions for taking steps in the right direction — more on
that in section C of this chapter. The MTC and ABAG also control the purse, meaning they get to decide
which of the Plan’s strategies get allotted which part of the pie for investment. And it is a lucrative pie
indeed; totaling some $292 billion in available funding from regional and local sources (fig. 10) for use
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over a 28 year-period (MTC 2013). $60 billion are earmarked for discretionary use, meaning the MTC
and ABAG gets to designate the strategies which receive them (fig. 11).

Fig. 10: PBA’s discretionary investment breakdown
Source: MTC
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Fig. 11: PBA’s top 10 largest investments
Source: MTC

As illustrated in fig. 10, the lion’s share of these discretionary funds are going to transportation initiatives,
including a suite of automobile-oriented infrastructure projects. The controversy does not lie there—it lies
instead with their allocation of funds for ‘Priority Development Areas’ (PDAs), existing neighborhoods
“served by public transit [which] have been identified as appropriate for additional, compact
development” (MTC 2013). Some 200 PDAs were identified across the region for PBA 2040:
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Fig. 12: PBA’s Priority Development Areas
Source: MTC
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Despite compromising only 5% of the Bay Area’s land area, PDAs are expected to accommodate 78% of
the region’s new housing and 62% of employment growth through the year 2040 (MTC 2013). In
accordance with their concentrated growth strategy, Plan Bay Area has heavily prioritized growth
incentives for these areas. PDAs actually pre-date the first Plan Bay Area (released 2013); they were first
identified in 2005 as part of the MTC and ABAG’s ‘Station Area Planning Program’ (VTA, n.d.). In the
eight years between their first identification and the first Plan Bay Area, the MTC distributed 52 planning
in incentives, totaling over $18.6 million, as part of their ‘PDA Planning Grant Program’ (MTC n.d.).
When critics decried this as a ‘string attached’ approach for ‘stack-and-pack’ development, the stage was
set for the first NIMBY showdown over Plan Bay Area (explored in the beginning of this chapter, see p.
70).

VI.A.ii- Significance in Bay Area NIMBY history & organization
Before we get to the reasons for NIMBY opposition to PBA, we must first emphasize its
irreplaceable role in igniting the contemporary (post-2010) regional NIMBY movement in the first place.
PBA’s break from the status quo was perceived as a direct threat to jurisdictions’ local control,
the most sacred of sacred cows in California land use politics. PBA’s announcement in 2011 served as the
definitive beginning of the contemporary, organized Bay Area NIMBY movement at the regional level
and largely ignited the reactionary movements (namely, YIMBYs) of the 2010s that ensued in its wake.
While NIMBYism has existed in California since at least the 1970s (Perigo 2020), PBA was the catalyst
for the unprecedented level of organization and contention around the land use and housing debates that
have dominated Bay Arean discourse over the past decade. It is difficult to overstate the significance this
one planning document had in bringing today’s most vocal NIMBY groups together as formalized
political forces.
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Not only was it the lightning rod that sparked the momentum for these groups, but it was also
responsible for forging their identities as well, particularly in the North Bay. Susan Kirsch (see p. 37), a
resident of Mill Valley for over 36 years (Johnson 2015), had a history of activism predating PBA—she
founded homeowner coalition ‘Citizen Marin’ in 2008— but PBA was her movement’s true big break.
Under Kirsch’s leadership, Citizen Marin capitalized on the county’s widespread outrage at the PBA
announcement, and consolidated several groups, in including the aptly-named M.A.D. (‘Marin Against
Density’) and Larkspur Fights Back into her newly formed ‘Liveable California.’
Successful opposition to Plan Bay Area’s designation of PDAs in the North Bay marked Liveable
CA’s first string of victories, and gave the nascent movement the momentum it needed to continue. It
should be noted that neither the MTC nor ABAG actually identify PDAs; designation is always
performed voluntarily by over local governments, a point stressed throughout PBA’s pages (PBA FAQ
n.d.). It was during this public selection process that Liveable CA made their debut.
As part of the PDA identification process, the Marin County Board of Supervisors had initially
lined up the communities of Tam Valley, Strawberry, and Marinwood for consideration. However, thanks
to Liveable CA’s efforts (which included nearly 30 public speakers at a county Planning Commission
meeting and recall petitions against the Supervisors)(Johnson 2013), the BoS bowed to overwhelming
pressure from their constituents. Most of the public comments expressed fear that a PDA designation would
result in increased traffic, despite Supervisor Sears’ insistent reminders that withdrawing from the
development area “doesn’t solve the existing traffic problem…to do that we need [the] money [from the
PDA Planning Grant Program]” (Johnson 2013).
Her pleas fell on deaf ears. As discussed in section IV.C.i., planners and Electeds’ presentation of
the facts around the plans were no match for the angry constituents’ preferred narrative. “You know the
truth,” one housing activist told the County BoS. “The staff knows the truth. You keep asking for new
versions of the truth. That’s not fair.” Like Supervisor Sears, his efforts were in vain. All three
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neighborhoods were abandoned in the final adopted 2013 Plan Bay Area, meaning the county lost out on
nearly $200,000 of funding.
With their first very public victory under their belt, Liveable CA and their allies were emboldened
to use their newfound firepower on the other targets in their anti-development agenda. In a very busy
2014 they whipped up the grassroots support needed to pressure the Town Council of Corte Madera to
leave ABAG entirely (Patch 2012), while a crowd of 70 compelled that same body to institute a year-long
moratorium on new housing altogether (Hansen 2014). Larkspur’s City Council scrapped ToD plans
around their SMART (Sonoma-Marin Area Rail Transit) station after a meeting attended by over 325
M.A.D. residents and after 1,000 public comments were submitted (Hansen 2014). The town therefore
turned down $600,000 in PBA funding.
Lastly, that same year, Liveable CA scored one more county-wide victory. After a “year-long
discussion with community leaders” (Levine 2014) Marin County state Assemblyman Marc Levine passed
a bill (AB 1537) reclassifying the County as “suburban” rather than “urban” for “purposes of affordable
housing density.” Intended to sunset in 2023, Levine passed a budget item three years later ensuring the
status remains until 2032. Explaining his decision, Levine cited concerns around protecting local control.
“The suburban designation gives cities and counties more flexibility to zone land suitable for affordable
housing that fits the suburban development of Marin,” he said (Levine 2017).

B. Reasons for NIMBY opposition to PBA
This section will now explore five common objections raised by NIMBYs in opposing Plan Bay Area.

VI.B.i- PBA is a social engineering tactic
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A consistently recurring fear NIMBYs expressed was that PBA represented a concerted effort at
social engineering; a sinister attempt to control how people live and where they lived. In August 2013 the
Lafayette-based ‘Bay Area Citizens’ (n.d.)filed suit in Alameda County Superior Court against the MTC
and ABAG, seeking to halt PBA’s environmental impact report and implementation of the Plan itself .
“The planners at ABAG and MTC and the powerful political and financial interests behind them will
continue their efforts to reengineer our lives in ways that will sharply limit where and how we can live,
and how we can travel,” they claim on their website (n.d.). “It restricts people's ability to make their own
choices,” said co-founder Peter Singleton, who takes particular objection to its PDAs (Bay Area Citizens
n.d.). In addition to their lawsuit, group members submitted dozens of written and oral comments during
PBA’s public outreach stage. Singleton resents PBA’s goal to “steer 77 percent of future growth near
PDAs,” he told a Chronicle reporter (Bay Area Citizens n.d.). "That's great for people who want to live in
crowded city centers. Most people don't.”
That specific lifestyle PBA opponents like Singleton fear the Plan is corralling them into is
frequently viewed as an urban dystopia of Hong Kong-style density (see Appendix A2 – A4 for images).
This housing type and urban lifestyle was frequently described as ‘stack-and-pack’ by numerous groups:
•

Plan Bay Area “will ‘stack and pack’ people in ‘transit villages’ along already
overcrowded transit corridors” (Op-Ed from the Mercury News)(McQuillan 2013).

•

“California state's commitment to ABAG’s One Bay Area Plan will lead to… a gigantic
commitment to a high concentration of stack and pack housing” (‘Stop Plan Bay Area’
n.d.)

•

“If we’re going to have unelected, unaccountable bureaucrats impose high density, highrise housing on us, then all of the officers, directors and employees of the MTC and
ABAG must surrender their drivers licenses, ditch their cars, and move into stack-andpack housing” (Bialick 2013)
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•

“80% of Bay Area’s population is expected to live and work in transit corridors. Rather
crowded. Some might even call it ‘stack-and-pack.’” (NCC n.d.)

The NCC (first mentioned on p. 26) raised similar objections. “[PBA is] laying the groundwork for
micromanagement of your life and mine” reads a statement on their website’s homepage (n.d.). “PBA has
already achieved the two mandates of SB 375 [the legislation which established it; see p. 20], and now it
is expanding into more overt micromanagement and social engineering that lack authority of enabling
legislation” (NCC n.d.). Among the telltale signs of this control scheme are the sustainability
recommendations and smart growth strategies shared by the UN Declaration of Environment and
Development’s Agenda 21 (for ‘21st century’) signed in Rio de Janeiro in 1992.
The NCC and Koire’s organizations in particular sought to sound the alarm that Agenda 21’s
recommendations were red herrings meant to detract from globalists’ slippery slope plan to control our
lives. “Vibrant? Walkable? Bikeable? Green? These buzz words were designed to make you think that
you’re doing something good for the planet,” reads one of her flyers (n.d.). Calling it the “biggest public
relations scam in the history of the world,” Koire insists that the major media outlets are also playing a
role in selling this scheme to the public. She encourages readers to pick up a copy of the “New York Times
or the San Francisco Chronicle,” but specifically not their local paper. Although she calls these
publications “rags,” she insists her readers should care about them because their editors are pushing “UN
Agenda 21, communitarianism and sustainable development/SmartGrowth...they do, every day. If you're
paying attention and reading intelligently” (Koire 2012). The telltale signs of Agenda 21’s
implementation, she argues, are the goals planners and regional authorities are trying to ram through
doctored meetings of manufactured consent (more on that on p. 80). These include:
Articles about redevelopment projects, bicycle boulevards…neighborhood revitalization projects,
neighborhood …visioning [projects], … smart growth projects, low-income housing subsidies,
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transportation grants, green building retrofit programs, well monitoring, SMART electric and gas
meters, [and the] Common Core [elementary education curriculum] (Koire 2012).
After identifying the warning signs, Koire alerts her followers to what is at stake should they choose not
to heed them. PBA “is a plan for ultimately removing all boundaries and taking decision-making out of
the hands of the governed; regionalizing governance and breaking down the nation-state,” one flyer (n.d.)
reads, tapping on NIMBYs’ enshrinement of local control.
Koire isn’t alone in her fears. The AFWR also underlined that PBA and its hidden agenda
constitute an “ELITIST plan to control your life… you will be required to give up your individual
freedom, your personal property and redistribute your wealth” (AFWR n.d.). The endgame of regional
bodies like MTC and ABAG? To “take your money, exercise more power and to control every aspect of
your life” (AFWR n.d.).

VI.B.ii- Erosion of property rights & local control
As this paper has stressed, local control is arguably the most untouchable of rights NIMBYs hold
dear, on par with the sanctity of their private property. Many groups’ objections to PBA were along the
grounds that “moving people into centralized urban areas in high density housing creates the perfect
opportunity for domestic surveillance” (Koire n.d.). Loss of privacy and independent lifestyle choice was
viewed as the first step in acclimatizing to an eventual takeover of their right to self-governance. In a
2019 letter drafted by ‘Palo Altans for Sensible Zoning’ (PAFSZ), signed by the mayors of Cupertino,
Los Altos, and Palo Alto, plus city council members from those cities, Electeds wrote that “the greatest
threat” presented by PBA was its “increasing pressure to usurp local government control over zoning.”
While approved long before SB 827/50 was even proposed, and despite being completely unrelated to it,
they viewed PBA’s goals in conjunction with a “number of bills being debated in the state legislature that
would override local zoning authority on housing density.”
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The loss of local control was viewed not only as an assault on representative democracy, but
actually amounted to its hijacking by private interests, opponents argued. PBA would “replace local
control of development with de jure control by unelected officials and de facto control by the real estate
industry,” Zelda Bronstein wrote in the SF anti-growth publication 48 Hills in 2016.
PBA’s regional scope and goals were seen as another step in the process to gradually erode local
control and identity. “When lawful political jurisdictions are blurred, voters lose the lawful authority
granted to them by their own jurisdictions,” the NCC wrote (n.d.).

VI.B.iii- PBA funding tied to PDAs
As previously discussed, many of PBA’s opponents took particular exception to the MTC &
ABAG’s offering of incentives for smart growth through their PDA Planning Grant Program. Critics
called the incentive a “carrot, which is a stick painted in orange” (Frick 2016, 104). They viewed it as a
cruel lure to advance their pro-density agenda using regional funds as bait for jurisdictions to sign on to
the terms and conditions for approval. The conservative ‘SF Bay Citizens’ Alliance for Property Rights’
circulated an alert online urging residents to “tell your city you do NOT want them to apply for this grant
money. It comes with strings that bind you to stack and pack and transit centers” (Koire 2012). As
Liveable CA demonstrated in 2013, they were more than happy to turn down hundreds of thousands of
dollars in funding because of these ‘strings attached’ conditions (pp. 71-72). The East Bay Tea Party said
this hook-line-and-sinker plot amounted to extortion (2012).

VI.B.iv- Feeling ignored
Numerous NIMBY groups expressed their dissatisfaction with PBA’s public outreach process,
claiming that is wasn’t extensive enough, or that their voices were not heard.
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Before we get into their specific claims, here is a quick run-down of the facts, first. Between 2011
and 2013, the MTC and ABAG conducted no less than 250 public meetings, of which 27 were Open
Houses (three each for all nine Bay Area counties)(MTC & ABAG ‘FAQ’ n.d.), including 37 public
workshops or hearings (Frick 2013). They also conducted three telephone polls with over 2,040 residents
responding (MTC & ABAG ‘FAQ’ n.d.); held 22 focus group meetings with low-income residents (MTC
& ABAG 2013); formed partnerships with five community organizations in low-income communities of
color; held public hearings on the draft plan and the environmental impact report; and two summits with
Native American tribal leaders(MTC & ABAG ‘FAQ’ n.d.). ABAG and the MTC (2019) published the
full extent of these and all additional public engagement efforts in a 92-page supplemental report to PBA.
In spite of these exhaustive public outreach process in drafting the first PBA, opponents argued it
didn’t go far enough. “It’s time for residents to be truly involved in the process...MTC and ABAG must
let the public participate fully in the discussion of [the] plan” wrote the mayor of Los Altos in a 2019 OpEd. She was echoed by the Elected signatories of PAFSZ’s previously-mentioned 2019 letter. They too
called for “a more open and inclusive planning process that clearly identifies our current problems and
offers opportunity for a full public discussion of a new more effective Plan Bay Area 2050.”
The new president of Liveable CA, Richard Hall, agrees. Hall, a 74-year-old retired oil and gas
executive wrote that the outreach process was “looks like an attempt to control and limit an open dialog”
(Kendall 2020). Zelda Bronstein (2015) wrote in the Marin Post that “secrecy rules” at the MTC and
ABAG, who “operate in obscurity at their MetroCenter headquarters in Oakland.”
The comments that were heard, critics said, were simply brushed aside. They claimed the format
of the hearings and public comments (written and verbal) were designed so that officials could callously
dismiss any objections raised. For example, the group ‘Bay Area Citizens’ felt none of their comments
were “addressed or considered by ABAG and MTC. No changes in the analysis were offered, and no
modifications to the Plan were considered...ABAG and MTC staff, for their part, simply ignored the
comments” (Bay Area Citizens n.d.). These remarks were echoed by the NCC, who wrote “going
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forward, voters will continue to be excluded from decision making… planners make plans, hold meetings,
the public speaks, and plans are implemented with little or no changes” (NCC n.d.).
Most groups claimed that the public outreach process was a sham altogether, that it amounted to
no more than a kangaroo court. Zelda Bronstein wrote for 48 Hills that “no meaningful input could
possibly emerge out of the cursory, often infantilizing, staff-dominated activities that the regional
agencies peddle online and at their workshops and open houses” (Bronstein 2016). The 2016 Plan Bay
Area update, too, was merely “a choreographed path” according to Richard Hall. This was “a plan that
was…little more than theater to capture token public approval before rubber stamp approval” (Hall
2016).

VI.B.iv- Unfair treatment on the West Bay
Residents and Electeds from the Peninsula’s affluent suburbs based their opposition to the Plan
on the grounds that it placed unfair housing expectations from the West Bay. They felt their communities
were being asked to carry more than their fair share simply because of their high concentration of
employment centers. PBA 2040 “has completely missed the impacts of the exaggerated jobs/employed
resident imbalances in the West Bay…the methodology for PBA 2050 must confront these imbalances,”
wrote the signatories of PAFSZ. Their group wishes to re-work that methodology in a re-distributive way
such that housing and jobs are more equitably balanced between the East and West Bay, which makes
sense given their largely Palo Alto and Cupertino-based membership. As a reminder, Palo Alto’s top
employers rely on tens of thousands of commuters trekking to work for companies like VMWare, SAP,
Hewlett-Packard, Stanford University, and Stanford’s numerous healthcare affiliates (City of Palo Alto
2018). Apple in Cupertino alone employs over 15,000 (City of Cupertino 2013).
In seeking relief for the punitive housing expectations placed on them, the PAFSZ signatories
were willing to explore some pretty creative measures. To ensure other cities were carrying their weight,
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“we need clear incentives to add jobs in cities like Oakland and San Jose and other mid-level cities on the
East and South Side of the Bay,” they argued (PAFSZ 2019). Their most extreme proposal included
openly stifling their own economy to get out of PBA’s housing goals. “We need to explore limits on job
growth in the West Bay,” the authors wrote, seemingly calling for hard caps on the number of employees
their companies were allowed to hire.

C. Reasons for EMADA opposition to PBA
VI.C.i- Equity concerns
The most vocal EMADA group to raise concerns with PBA was the East Bay-based, regionally
focused ‘6 Wins for Social Equity Network.’ Founded in 2010, 6 Wins is a regional coalition of over 20
grassroots, faith-based, policy, and labor organizations (Sajid 2016). Advocacy groups under their
umbrella include representatives from the Bay Area Labor Council, ‘Causa Justa,’ SF Council of
Community Housing Organizations, ‘Sunflower Alliance,’ Asian Pacific Environmental Network, and
‘New Voices are Rising.’ Their mission is to “build the power, voice, and influence of low-income and
working families and communities of color,” while their 6 titular focus areas include “affordable housing,
community power, and investment without displacement” (6 Wins 2015).
In their ‘report card’ for the 2016 PBA update (PBA 2040), the 6 Wins coalition assigned the new
Plan a ‘D’ grade (6 Wins 2016). “Your continued failure to…implement the equity amendments in 2013,
and to address the displacement crisis harms low-income families and the region as a whole” (6 Wins
2016), they wrote on the report card, offering the steps needed to earn an ‘A’ grade. In 2011 they pushed
the MTC and ABAG to review their ‘Equity, Environment and Jobs’ (EEJ) when crafting the first PBA’s
EIR. They were incensed when the MTC and ABAG chose not to include any of the EEJ suggestions in
the final plan, which entailed numerous social equity, environmental, and public health metrics, despite
publicly acknowledging it was the “environmentally superior alternative” (Public Advocates 2017).
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The specific public health and equity concerns brought up by 6 Wins include “high costs of
transportation and housing, a displacement crisis that is forcing thousands away from good-paying jobs,
and the health impacts of bad planning,” Zisser says (Public Advocates 2017). Like the NIMBYs in
section VI.B.iv, many EMADAs felt their voices were ignored in the version of PBA ultimately adopted.
While they reviewed EEJ for the first PBA, the MTC and ABAG have refused to study or comment on
any subsequent EEJ offered by 6 Wins, despite repeated calls to do so. For their part, the coalition
remains undeterred. “Our work isn’t finished,” 6 Wins member Mashael Majid wrote in a press release.
“We have to ensure that MTC and ABAG effectively implement these policies” (Public Advocates 2017).

D. NIMBY Techniques for resistance
Reasons for disrupting meetings
We have already seen how planning opponents present competing narratives to present
‘alternative facts’ in today’s ‘post-Truth era’ to convince their supporters that the ‘version’ presented by
planning staff or regional officials are untrue (p. 42). Their attempts to control the narrative and
undermine planners’ authority is part of a larger effort to question the MTC and ABAG’s very authority
to exist at all. “Bay Area Tea Party and property rights affiliates developed a counter-narrative
questioning the legitimacy of the process, facts presented, and regional institutions,” Frick observed
(2016, 106). These groups insisted that it were the planners who were running the show and presenting
meetings designed to manufacture consent. Just as they had blasted such hearings as theatre to rubberstamp public approval, they also argued that “planners manipulated citizens by providing them with false
choices that would bias responses to support sustainability planning (Frick 2013, 107).” They asserted
these “meetings were a farce designed to solicit approval of a predetermined outcome.”
This “infantilizing” (see p.75) treatment led to the reasonable outrage described in members in
section IV.D and IV.D.i. Exhorted by leaders like Koire (“you are the resistance”), they set into motion
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the process of engagement outlined in fig. 9 (p. 46). This rage from being belittled and ignored called for
dramatic intervention. Outright sabotage of these ‘show hearings’ was a perfectly justified response to
undermining the sinister PBA agenda.

Techniques for disrupting meetings
Activists held training sessions to practice how best to accomplish this. Their goal was to thwart
PBA staff’s use of the “Delphi Method, a formal research methodology developed by the RAND
Corporation to develop consensus among experts often through a series of surveys” (Frick 2013, 107)
(Dalky & Helmer-Hirschberg1962). One of the specific tactics was to avoid what strategists claim was
planners’ ‘divide-and-conquer’ trick. “If you go to any meetings do not let the moderator divide you into
groups. They do this to control the outcome,” wrote the AFWR (n.d.).
Their efforts at disruption succeeded with flying colors. One such public hearing, in Santa Rosa
in 2012, descended into utter chaos. Amid shouting over speakers and accusations of unwanted physical
contact, the police were summoned to restore order (Santa Rosa PD 2012). Other hearings became
standing-room only events where attendees were required to sign up weeks in advance to even be
guaranteed a seat (Santa Rosa PD 2012). Despite their determination to be seen and heard, activists held
signs over their faces to prevent being counted for attendance purposes, and refused to participate in
breakout sessions. As detailed in sec. IV.B (pp. 39-42), activists recorded the meetings in real-time for
their followers, and dozens of these contentious sessions live on in posterity on their respective YouTube
accounts.
Even though PBA and its updates were approved, these groups remain active and continue
promoting these tactics at public hearings over the most contentious ToD proposals.
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Chapter VII. Solutions and Best Practice
Another disclaimer
This final chapter offers policy suggestions for planners on how best to engage with opponents to
regionalism and smart growth, and how to build the needed coalitions with allies required to advance their
agenda forward. Despite the title, as a planning student with minimal experience in the field myself, I
cannot pretend that my recommendations for ‘best practice’ are the definitive, fail-proof answers which
will resolve the intractable issues that experienced practitioners have devoted entire careers to addressing.
These suggestions, therefore, represent only one student’s attempt at presenting that which he has been
concluded offer the most promise for success, based only on his individual studies and rough survey of a
field he is exploring in earnest for the first time.
Here I reiterate my own lack of objectivity as an author, which I endeavored to stress at the
beginning of this Thesis (p. 4). I restate upfront that, as a student of Urban Planning with every desire to
become a planner myself, I am predisposed toward favoring that which is considered ‘best practice’ in my
field. My allegiance is not towards YIMBYs or regionalists; my only goal is the successful
implementation of sustainable policies my literature review lead me to conclude are best for people,
cities, and the common environment we all share.
Unfortunately, in the Bay Area’s deeply polarized housing discourse, what was formerly viewed
as a non-partisan, technocratic profession is now viewed by many as a left-leaning, developer-funded,
tech industry-shilling front for pushing YIMBYs’ ‘stack-and-pack’ agenda. I bear no illusions that some
of my readers may view me in that light, or interpret my writing in this way. I sought to outline the many
exceptions I take with the YIMBY movement (Ch. V.D), and in the following section, will offer
recommendations for how they can and should become a more diverse and accepting coalition, not
because I identify with or sympathize with their cause, but because I believe such an alliance would be
better for all parties involved. I believe it is ‘best practice’ to pursue a blend of market-driven strategies to
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increase housing in conjunction with deep protections for tenants, low-income communities, immigrants,
and families at risk of displacement. I concur with the MTC and ABAG’s professional conclusions that
regional issues like housing, transportation, and land use require regional solutions—hence, section B of
this chapter. And finally, as a planner seeking to contribute in what small way I can to the existing list of
‘best practices,’ I present my takeaways for practitioners in section C.

A. Coalition-Building
Chapter V. was devoted to explaining how two disparate groups managed to overcome their
many differences to create a politically viable coalition which notched a number of significant victories in
their few years of cooperation. On paper, they could not have been more dissimilar –demographically or
ideologically. Thanks to their willingness to put aside their divergences, they have positioned themselves
as an rising force not just in Bay Area politics but in the state as a whole. Their nascent partnership’s
highest profile achievement was their success in persuading Southern California lawmakers to reject SB
827/50 a third time, an accomplishment which earned them not only national press coverage but garnered
headlines internationally (sec. V.C.i)(McCormick 2017). These early resounding successes have
convinced the once-uneasy alliance to deepen their ties. Millennial people of color have not only been
promoted to Liveable CA’s board, but also oversee fundraising for their PAC as well (sec. V.C.i). One
could argue these were just done for their optics, but I would argue these activists would only volunteer
their time and energy to join a movement only if they thought the offer was extended in good faith.
Regardless, these moves are certain to deliver even deeper inroads into EMADA networks for traditional
NIMBY groups like Liveable CA.
By contrast, YIMBYs have spent the better part of the past decade alienating themselves further
from potential allies. Rather than seek partners sympathetic to their cause, they have dug their heels into
their ideological fortress. When they have been extended an olive branch from the other side, they not
only rejected it but made sure to use that opportunity to disparage NIMBYs (p. 58). Their interactions
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with EMADAs have also been fraught from the get-go, from Trauss’ comments comparing them to
Trump supporters, to the infamous SB 827 showdown on the steps of City Hall (both V.D.v).
If YIMBYs are to make even marginal progress in advancing their agenda, or see even their most
modest goals through to fruition, they must learn how to build bridges. They have already sufficiently
demonstrated the consequences of pursuing the opposite.
Fortunately, there exist an abundance of examples ripe for emulation.

VII.A.i. Portland
It is fitting that some of the best models for bridgebuilding comes from Bridgetown itself—our
Pacific Northwest neighbor, Portland, Oregon. ‘Portland for Everyone’ (P4E) is a pro-housing group and
analogue to SF’s YIMBY Action, although they eschewed the label when naming their group to avoid an
‘us vs. them’ dichotomy. They are “not an Econ 101 crew” according to ally Linda Bates, an activist with
the Anti-Displacement PDx Coalition (Axel-Lute 2019). Their approach instead is, “We need more
housing, but we need to be careful about where and how,” Bates says (Axel-Lute 2019). A tenants’ rights
organizer herself, Bates attributes P4E’s successful cooperation with EMADAs early on to the fact that
“its first staffer was a person with ‘longtime social justice activism cred’” (Axel-Lute 2019). Just like
their preference for avoiding tribal identities, P4E avoids the polarizing discourse around the word
‘gentrification’ for the same reasons, opting to center their dialogue on ways to prevent ‘displacement’ of
neighbors instead.
Unlike the Bay Area’s contentious history of environmentalists and developers (sec. V.D.iv.)
Portlanders’ ecologically minded folk are some of P4E’s biggest cheerleaders. In fact, P4E emerged as an
offshoot of an is still fully funded by the non-profit ‘1000 Friends of Oregon,’ active statewide to
concentrating growth within Urban Growth Boundaries to preserve the open space lands beyond. “In
Oregon, we’re lucky to have a smart, strong, statewide land use system to guide us,” the homepage to
their site friends.org (n.d.) greets newcomers.
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VII.A.ii. Seattle
Seattle, the Bay Area’s Northwest metropolitan counterpart, is frequently described as San
Francisco’s ‘sister city’ — a liberal, diverse West Coast metropolis, it is surrounded by a similar natural
context of open spaces and features the same progressive values and high tech-centered economic base.
Yet despite having a population 20% smaller than SF, Seattle has consistently produced nearly double the
amount of housing in recent decades (Grant 2017). As a result of their supply-driven policies, Seattleites
enjoy rents 20% lower than their SF counterparts (Grant 2017). This was possible through pro-growth
activists’ intention-aware cooperation with EMADAs, who were always given a seat at the table.
Patience Malaba is the coordinator for ‘Seattle for Everyone,’ another cousin to YIMBY Action
which also prefers to aboid the YIMBY moniker for the most part to discourage identity politics. “We
have sat down with them and strategized about how do we get our messaging to the same place,” says
Malaba in describing her approach with EMADAs. “How do we include people at risk of displacement?
We had [our] YIMBY groups go out of their way to reach out to those groups” (Axel-Lute 2019). She
stresses that Seattle YIMBYs support inclusionary zoning and tenants rights across the board. Malaba, a
person of color herself, has a background in organizing affordable housing developers and advocates, forprofit developers, and labor organizations (Housing Development Consortium n.d.).
This inclusive approach has reaped dividends. In 2014, Malaba’s coalition was among the dozens
of stakeholders who helped which helped create the HALA (Housing Affordability & Livability
Advisory) Committee. Lauded by press, Electeds, and stakeholders as a ‘Grand Bargain’ for Seattle,
among the tradeoffs Malaba’s coalition negotiated was upzoning in several neighborhoods in exchange
for mandatory inclusionary housing. This requires developers to either build a certain number of
affordable units within their projects or make a one-time payment into an affordable housing fund
(AHF)(seattle.gov n.d.). HALA’s policies could create over 50,000 new homes, with 20,000 affordable
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units, over the next decade (S4E n.d.). The resolution to create HALA passed 9-0 in the City Council, and
since receiving Mayor Ed Murray’s signature, its recommendations have been steadily implemented with
70% voter approval across Seattleites (City of Seattle 2014).
Although San Francisco also has an AHF law on the books, it has a much more complicated set
of rules (Wang 2017) and was actually running out of money by 2018 as market-rate housing stalled for a
litany of reasons (Nagraj 2018). In contrast to Seattle’s pipeline of 50,000 units, only 2,000 of SF’s
44,000 developer-proposed units have gotten the green light after the years-long Planning Department
approval process (Nagraj 2018). 800 of these approved units have had no action taken for over a year. To
combat the City’s glacial process, in July 2019 Mayor London Breed proposed a charter amendment to
streamline approval for 100% affordable and teacher housing projects, but it never went before the voters
for approval, as only three of the needed six SF Supervisors backed it. Breed was irate. “I’m tired of
people saying we’re in a housing crisis and then rejecting solutions that will actually make a difference,”
she told the Chronicle (Knight 2019). “Why does it take so damn long to get housing built? Where the
hell are people going to live? We can’t be upset about the problem if we’re not willing to take the risk to
put forward solutions that we know could speed up housing production” (Knight 2019).

VII.A.iii. Boston
Beantown, too, offers a suite of examples the Bay Area can turn to in learning how to bridge the
divide between its warring factions in the housing debate. There are number of big-tent coalitions
demonstrating how to work together, from the ‘Massachusetts Smart Growth Alliance’ (MSGA;
affordable housing, planning and environmental groups) to ‘Vida Urbana,’ a housing justice organization.
Unlike Bay Area YIMBY chapters’ myopic focus on zoning and market-rate construction, the mentality
of these Boston groups is much more holistic. At the end of the day, “the policies needed there are not so
much about housing at all, but about quality of life, transit service, fare equity, more jobs,” says Andre
Leroux of the MSGA (Axel-Lute 2019).
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“What is the use of building more housing if we can’t ensure people can stay in that housing?”
says Jesse Kanson-Benanav, founder of YIMBY group ‘A Better Cambridge.’ Instead of obsessing
exclusively over zoning and private developers, his group tackles big-ticket tenants’ rights items. “First
refusal, right to counsel, just-cause eviction—the vast majority of Boston-area YIMBYs support these
things,” he says (Axel-Lute 2019). The relationship between his group and their ally ‘Dorchester Growing
Together’ with EMADAs could not stand in starker contrast to the situation in the Bay Area. Instead of
painting EMADAs and NIMBYs with the same Trumpist brush (see p. 58) or seeking ways to break their
alliances (also p. 58), Kanson-Benanav’s group shares eviction defense tactics with EMADAs on their
Facebook page. His group and Dorchester Growing Together’s “leaders speak of anti-displacement
activists with respect, as important allies doing crucial work, not as unwitting aids to NIMBYism”
(emphasis my own) (Axel-Lute 2019).
Rather than drowning out EMADAs’ voices (Appendix V) or excluding them from the
conversation, Boston YIMBYs follow P4E’s model of giving everyone a seat at the table. “One of the
strengths I see in Boston is that we have groups like CityLife [Vida Urbana] that are willing to check us,”
says housing activist Beyazmin Jimenez. “I hope that we can align our voices so that we can make some
real impact on the housing crisis we are all facing” (Axel-Lute 2019). For them, it’s important to make
sure everyone is on the same page before moving to the next step, collectively, in their shared goal of
making their City more affordable for everyone.
Another sharp contrast to Bay Area YIMBY groups are Boston activists’ willingness to approach
NIMBYs at a regional level, not just neighborhood-by-neighborhood. Like San Francisco, “Boston is
tiny—higher income parts of the city still impact other neighborhoods [that are] adjacent,” said Lisa
Owens, executive director of the housing justice organization ‘Vida Urbana.’ “We can’t look at one
neighborhood separate from another.” In comparison, SF YIMBYs preferred channel of communication
with neighborhood leaders is through trading ageist barbs on Twitter with the likes of the Haight-Ashbury
Neighborhood Council, Coalition for San Francisco Neighborhoods, and Cow Hollow neighborhood
association.
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Holding bad actors accountable for not building their fair share of housing certainly has its place,
but for Trauss’ four-person California Renters Legal Advocacy and Education Fund (CaRLA), suing
entire suburban towns is their only interaction with them—forget dialogue (Kendall 2019; Steimle 2019).
Leroux’s MSGA shares CaRLA’s passion for keeping exclusionary suburbs’ feet to the fire, but
approaches it from a very different angle. At the 2017 MSGA Conference, a panel strategizing ways to
encourage suburbs to pull their fair share was hosted by the CEO of smart-growth developer, the director
of a suburb (Natick)’s community & economic development department, and the program coordinator of
an affordable housing non-profit (MSGA 2017). This diverse array of stakeholders, taking advantage of
MSGA’s platform, sought to encourage a dialogue between elected officials, private sector leaders, nonprofits, suburban representatives, and smart-growth advocates—a collection one would be hard pressed to
find holding a civil discussion anywhere in the Bay Area today.

VII.A.iv. East Bay for Everyone
The final example is, ironically, the one closest to home. Oakland’s own ‘East Bay for Everyone’
(EB4E) has sought to distance itself from the drama across the Bay of its sibling YIMBY partner. EB4E
“remains committed to trying to create coalitions,” says its founder, Victoria Fierce. “When EB4E gets
criticized...We say, ‘Oh, let’s compare notes.’ Then we turn around and use it to grow, [and] figure out
how to be better” (Axel-Lute 2019),
Another difference is EB4E’s categorically tenant’s rights platform. The EB4E board has decided
that it’s best not to wade into the waters of development battles in low-income neighborhoods at all, and
will not openly back either side in those heated situations, according to Fierce (Axel-Lute 2019).
Hundreds of SF YIMBYs and EMADAs face off in single hearings over contentious proposals in the
gentrifying Mission District (Mark 2019), in what Fierce views as “an indication that we need to be
building affordable housing all over so we’re not putting pressure [on vulnerableneighborhoods]…There
are bigger fish to fry out there” (Axel-Lute 2019).
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Those bigger fish include the suburbs Fierce sues alongside Trauss as part of CaRLA, which she
is the executive director for. Instead of waging years-long sieges in contentious neighborhoods like the
Mission, Fierce has instead helped CaRLA chalk up a number of quiet victories against truly exclusionary
municipalities. Among their accomplishments were getting Sausalito to drop its opposition to a two-unit
project and pay CaRLA’s legal fees, and Berkeley to drop its opposition to a three-unit project and pay
CaRLA $45,000 in attorney fees (Dineen 2018). For Gilroy, Clayton, and San Luis Obispo, the mere
threat of facing the same legal battles and outcomes were enough to convince each to move forward with
their individual housing developments (Dineen 2018).

B. Tackling Regional Issues with Regional Solutions
Chapter II outlined why the Bay Area’s intractable issues of housing, transportation,
homelessness, and land use are all inexorably linked and regional in scale. Section II.C. described why
professional planners believe regional remedies therefore, are the only hopes of tackling them.
The Bay Area has always suffered from tremendous metropolitan fragmentation and a siloed
approach to regional issues, as cities and counties remain unable to shake their parochial approach to
governance. Steven Scharf’s sarcastic proposal to wall off Cupertino from its neighbors so it doesn't have
to deal with their shared traffic congestion encapsulates this mindset perfectly (De Guzman 2019).
Although spoken during his formal State of the City address, Scharf later dismissed his remarks as
merejest made tongue-in-cheek, but observers weren’t so sure. Commentators were quick to point its
consistency with his balking that the West Bay should carry its fair share of housing (p. 79), along with
his City Council’s five-year long battle against proposed housing at a demolished shopping mall. After
Sen. Wiener’s SB 35 passed in 2017 (streamlining construction in jurisdictions failing to meet statemandated requirements), the developer raised the unit count from 800 to 2,402 (Kendall 2018), which the
City Council was reluctantly forced to accept or face suit under the new state law (Li 2018). The
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protracted battle demonstrates the need for regional intervention for issues like housing. (The fight
continues as of time of writing, with the City Council standing at the ready with zoning restrictions
written up to prohibit residential development on the site should the project's approval fail in local
court)(Romburgh & Meacham 2019).
You don’t need to be a Harvard professor to recognize this kind of intervention is needed to
remedy regional issues, but here’s one’s anyway: “I believe, regrettably, that this will require some sort of
state or federal action …[to] require each community to accept its fair share of regional housing needs,”
Professor Lawrence F. Katz told the New York Times in 2020 (emphasis my own)(Dougherty 2017). And
indeed, the winds of change are finally starting to blow in that direction. CaRLA’s crusade to sue suburbs
not meeting their housing requirements earned a powerful ally in Scaramento’s bully pulpit when newlyminted Governor Gavin Newsom made good on his promise to sue Huntington Beach for not complying
with state law (Dillon 2019). “You can’t just see the world through the lens of your own city,” Newsom
told the assembled press after the suit. “You have to see it through the eyes of those …outside of your
jurisdiction [as well]” (Dillon 2019).

VII.B.i. Nascent Regional Initiatives: Bay Area examples
Outside the Capitol, and even beyond the boardrooms of MTC and ABAG and their technocraticled charge for greater regional cooperation, ordinary Californians, too, are finally catching the regionalist
bug. Although it never made it to the ballot box for their approval, over two-thirds (66%) of Californians
polled by a Washington, D.C. think-tank supported SB50, compared to 18% opposed (CA YIMBY
2019). Grassroots organizations with regional toolkits are emerging to tackle these issues too, from
AllHome on homelessness (est. Nov. 2019; see p.31), the 6 Wins coalition against displacement (est.
2010; see p. 79), and now ‘Seamless Bay Area’ (SBA) for transportation.
Founded in 2017, this non-profit’s goal is to transform the Bay Area’s highly fractured transit
landscape into one, seamlessly integrated system (see Appendix A5 for map) with a single fare system like
New York City’s MTA or Denver’s RTD. With (at least) 151 different agencies (Brinklow 2019)
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operating independently with no incentives to coordinate service once they reach the county line (see:
Millbrae ‘Intermodal’ Transit Center for the perfect case study (Brinklow 2019; Cabanatuan 2017; Levy
2018), the task before SBA is daunting indeed. But in addition to a growing membership base with a core
of Millennials especially active on Twitter (where they have over 2,000 followers), they’ve also caught
the attention of state Assemblyman David Chiu, who has introduced AB 2057 (the ‘Bay Area Seamless
Transit Act’) as a direct result of their influence in February 2020 (Rudick 2020).
In 2006 the San Mateo County BoS began the ‘21 Elements’ initiative through which all
jurisdictions agreed to improve housing planning and support policy implementation to better meet their
shared regional housing needs (CCAG 2015). In addition to supporting each other in updating their staterequired Housing Elements, 21 Elements encourages municipalities “to share resources, successful
strategies, and best practices” to benefit the entire Peninsula (Get Healthy SMC n.d.). Although voluntary,
the program has reported 100% participation across all of its namesake 21 municipalities, who
unanimously agreed that the initiative has not only saved resources but also strengthened crossjurisdictional relations (CCAG 2015, slide 8). The program earned the presitgious‘Best Practices Award’
from the American Planning Association in 2014 (CCAG n.d.).
Clearly, the tide is turning. The once insurmountable reality of the Bay Area’s Balkanized
approach to local governance is finally showing signs of cracking. In addition to the aforementioned
initiatives, the best-funded, most organized, and most legislatively sound push remains Plan Bay Area.

VII.B.ii. Plan Bay Area & CASA
As Chapter VII described, the opposition to PBA and regional planning in the Bay Area as a
whole is ferocious, to say the least. Nevertheless, the authors of PBA insist it can be overcome, pointing
to successful 20th century efforts that tackled issues affecting multiple jurisdictions. Pollution, for
example, respects no boundaries, so in 1955 the Bay Area Air Quality Management District was founded
to address worsening air quality. Ten years later the San Francisco Bay Conservation and Development
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Commission was created to halt the Bay’s landfilling and restore its wetlands. Most notably of all was the
1972 ribbon-cutting of Bay Area Rapid Transit (BART). BART overcame 15 years of political wrangling
(Healy 2016), constituent pushback, and unrelenting negative media coverage (O’Rourke 2016) before the
first train even entered service. But the rewards for the first BART Board’s dogged perseverance
exceeded even its supporters’ most ambitious goals: a state-of-the-art system, it was the most
technologically advanced of its era and the envy of cities worldwide, heralded as much for its state-of-theart automated controls and sleek, aerodynamic design as it was for uniting the region and alleviating
traffic congestion like never before.
Another MTC-ABAG brainchild, the CASA Compact, is another example of an initiative towards
regional cooperation gaining traction among an even more diverse group of stakeholders (see pp. 34-35
for that discussion). As section A of this chapter demonstrated, EMADAs and even NIMBYs are willing
to work with planners and their allies—it is up to us in the Bay Area to emulate those proven models for
collaboration seen elsewhere. The 6 Wins Network in sec. VI.C.i showed that such dialogue is possible
even in the Bay Area, but planners must be more willing to engage with these groups to make it happen.

C. Training for Planning Staff
The final section of this Thesis will end with a discussion of a several recommendations planning
staff can take away for more substantive and successful engagement to those groups expressing different
views from their own. They are selected from Dr. Frick’s 2014 article “Citizen Activism, Conservative
Views & Mega Planning In A Digital Era,” which I have already drawn heavily from and owe an
enormous intellectual debt to. It was, along with Frick’s 2013 piece, what first piqued my interest in this
subject as an undergraduate, and which I hope to continue engaging with in some capacity professionally
or academically in the coming years.

Become literate in the New Media & finding common ground
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Section IV.C.i. described how planners were caught completely off-guard by the emergence of
the New Media. Not only did it lead to an unprecedented spike in interest and direct participation on
matters pertaining to local governance, but it was successfully used against staff to undermine their goals
through the presentation of contrarian counter-narratives. To combat this, planning agencies should train
their staff to become comfortably versed in all the platforms utilized by this newly engaged citizenry.
Planners should “review systematically activists’ online materials to learn more about their perspectives”
(Frick 2013, 112). Calling these resources largely “untapped material,” planners have not taken advantage
of them thus far and hence cannot underestimate their utility to the discipline. In addition to staff training,
Frick recommends they be directly incorporated into the curriculum for planning students as well, a
stance I concur wholeheartedly with.
Learning about the audience they will be directly fielding questions from in a professional setting
is of paramount importance. Planners should be instructed in the soft skills of ‘reading a room,’ as much
as they should in “seeking out areas of common ground along substantive or procedural grounds like
those noted by interviewees” (112). Establishing ground rules and simple decorum might seem trivial, but
their value acutely enters focus in the chaos that can quickly fill the vacuum of their absence, as seen
during PBA’s riotous hearings (p. 81).

Emotional education
Frick argues the proposed training sessions should “provide planners with tools for addressing the
emotional toll, stress and fatigue that can result from interpersonal and digital communications at all
levels of practitioner from junior planner to management (Frick 112).” This is critical because particularly
heated hearings on the most contentious subjects left planners reporting disillusionment with the public
engagement process altogether (p. 42), the very foundation of their chosen profession.
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In the same vein, staff should learn about the profound role emotions play on both sides of the
public meeting stage, and learn to process their own feelings in healthy ways. How can they hope to
understand the vital role it plays to their verbal assailants, who actively capitalize on them (p. 43) if they
don’t even know how to sort through them in themselves? Surprisingly, there already exists a growing
body of planning scholarship devoted to “mediation/dispute resolution, mindfulness, neuroscience, and
psychoanalytical thought (e.g. Gunder, 2011; Ferreira, 2013; Forester, 2013; Hoch, 2006)” (Frick 112).
Once again, I advocate for their incorporation not only in training for municipal planning staff, but also in
the syllabi of planning students as well.

CONCLUSION
This paper sought to explore the unlikely coalition between NIMBYs and EMADAs, and how
they successfully turned the planning world on its head in their successful alliance to oppose regionalism.
It began with setting the stage of the Bay Area of 2020. A victim of its own success, it is a
reluctant metropolis struggling to maintain business-as-usual in the face of record housing costs and
Orwellian scenes of inequality on its streets. Add millions of megacommuters anguishing in hours-long
traffic gridlock (daily!), and you top it all off with a slow-motion climate catastrophe too. Instead of an
all-hands-on-deck approach, the region pursued a laid-back West Coast mentality and either downplayed
its crises or kicked the can down the road for future generations to deal with. Until the tumultuous 2010s.
After introducing the two groups in question and their key characteristics in the 21st century Bay
Area context, I explained how they were able to (at first) operate independently against planning goals
such as ToD and housing growth. After the bombastic arrival of a disruptive common enemy in the
YIMBYs, these two groups formed an at first uneasy partnership to continue their opposition to the progrowth agenda, later coming into their own as a fully-fledged force in state politics. Although Plan Bay
Area was the primary document through which their opposition was explored, this paper also broke down
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how both groups capitalized on YIMBYs’ litany of unaddressed weaknesses to their advantage; from their
political inexperience, corporate and developer supporters, confrontational attitude, and more.
However, as one of the greatest bards of our language reminds us, “hope springs eternal” (Pope
1754). Examples for successfully navigating the trenches drawn by these warring factions do exist, and
offer a better way forward for Bay Areans to enter a civil discourse and work through the problems before
us. From Boston and Seattle, to nearby Portland and Oakland; from the CASA Compact and a host of
determined new grassroots movements with regional focus—the opportunity of a generation is before us.
Will we rise to the moment? Will we accept the hard truth that our collective destiny is indeed
interdependent, that we truly are all in this together?
I am more optimistic than ever that we will. California’s single greatest reason for success has
always been the strength of its people. The ingenuity of Bay Areans have gotten it out of more daunting
crises than the one before us now; from economic collapses, cataclysmic earthquakes, two World Wars,
and decade-long statewide droughts. Time and again Californians have rolled up their sleeves and risen to
answer the call of History. Before us lies a once-in-a-generation opportunity to prove the doubters and
naysayers wrong, to show the world that this region, home to Silicon Valley, gateway to the West which
welcomed miners of old and immigrants of new, is still home to that “City that Knows How” (SFPL n.d.).
Instead of shutting the drawbridge to newcomers and rejecting the challenge before us, I’m convinced our
region will live up to the timeless words in that old ballad the fans used to belt from the grandstands on a
breezy Candlestick night:
San Francisco, open your Golden Gate!
Let no stranger wait outside your door—
San Francisco, here is your wanderin' one
Sayin’: I'll a-wander no more!
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APPENDIX
Appendix A: Bay Area Population growth: 2010-2018

Source: B. Shuler, J., & Green, M. (2019, April 19). KQED.org
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Appendix B: Annual housing production in California from 1995 to 2015

Source: Construction Industry Research Board/California Homebuilding Research
Reports 2005, 2013, 2015. Graphic: California Housing and Community
Development
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Appendix C: Bay Area Median Home Prices in 2018
Source: MTC.
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Appendix D: ‘Billionaires’ Bay’: the rise of homes worth at least $1 million
between 2012-2016

Source: F. McLaughlin, R. (2016, May 19). Zillow Group: Trulia
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Appendix E: Communities at high risk of displacement
Source: MTC: The CASA Compact.
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Appendix F: A flyer from Americans Against Agenda 21 (AFWR).
Source: American Freedom Watch Radio.
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Appendix G: [Original Caption]: “Opposition about housing densification, transit
and planning in the Bay Area posted online by SF BAY Citizens’ Alliance For
Property Rights. Source: Flyer, 2012 designed by Mimi Steel, President of SFBAY
CAPR (Citizens Alliance For Property Rights); Illustration in the Flyer, 2010 by
Barry Nathan, Architect.”
Source: G. Frick, K (2016). Citizen Activism, Conservative Views & Mega
Planning In A Digital Era. Planning Theory & Practice, 17:1
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Appendix H: Visualizing Areas potentially upzoned by Sb 827
Source: D. Aickin, S. (2018). Visualizing Transit-Rich Housing: What Would SB 827 Really Look Like?
Original author’s commentary: “SB 827 says that in areas very close to transit (a quarter mile from a high
frequency bus line or one quarter mile from a major transit stop), local governments have to allow
buildings of at least 55’ height on narrow streets and 85’ height on wider streets. In areas that are further
away, but still fairly close to transit (at least half a mile from a "major transit stop"), local governments
have to allow buildings of at least 45’ height on narrow streets and 55’ height on wide streets. On this
map, the green overlay represents areas that might have 55/85’ heights under SB 827, and the blue
overlay represents areas that might have 45/55’ heights under SB 827. (Again, I stress the word may
have; this is a work in progress, and there are certainly errors.) In both green and blue areas, the limits on
parking minimums, density maximums, and design restrictions would be present.
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Appendix I: SB 827’s minimum (proposed) height limits in SF
Source: SF Planning Dept.
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Appendix J: [Original caption]: “Excerpt from a page from the San Francisco
Redevelopment Agency’s 1960 brochure advertising land for sale in the Western
Addition through the urban renewal program.”
Source: San Francisco History Center and San Francisco Public Library.
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Appendix K: The Fillmore-Post intersection in 1946.
Photographer: David Johnson

Source: P. Sue, J. A. (2012). A dream begun so long ago: the story of David Johnson ; Ansel Adams’ first
African American student.
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Appendix L: The Western Addition, Area 1, after demolition. Dec. 1953
Source: San Francisco Historical Photograph Collection and San Francisco Public
Library.
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Appendix M: West Oakland’s 7th St.
Source: S. Harrington, J. (2016, August 13). Oakland's legendary blues district
getting a walk of fame. Bay Area News Group: The Mercury News.
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Appendix N: Social scene on West Oakland’s 7th St.
[Original caption]: “Archive photo of the inside of Slim Jenkin's Supper Club was
known as Oakland's high class Blues and Jazz club and was located on 7th St. in
Oakland, Calif. (Courtesy of Bay Area Blues Society)”
Source: S. Harrington, J. (2016, August 13). Oakland's legendary blues district
getting a walk of fame. Bay Area News Group: The Mercury News.
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Appendix O: West Oakland before & after the construction of the Nimitz Freeway
portion of I-880 in 1959.
Source: ConnectOakland.org
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Appendix P: “They Gentrify, We Drink.” Artist: Broke (@MoreBeerLessWork);
2017

Source: Endless Canvas
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Appendix Q: “Untiled;” Artist: Causa Justa; 2016.
Source: Causa Justa.
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Appendix R: Detail from “Mission Makeover;” Artists: Lucia Ippolito & Tirso
Araiza; 2012; location: Balmy Ave., San Francisco. Photographer: Lucia Ippolito,
2017.
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Appendix S: “Untitled;” Artist: Sirron Norris; July 2016; publication: ‘City Fruit.’
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Appendix T: Sketches for the ‘Visitaction Rancho’ proposal on San Bruno Mountain

Source: Oral History Associates. (1989). Brisbane, city of stars: the first twenty-five years, 1961-1986.
Sausalito, CA.
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Appendix U: Another proposal to develop San Bruno Mountain.
Photographer: the author. Location: Community & Economic Development Office, City of Brisbane, CA
Source: the South SF Land & Improvement Co.
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Appendix V: YIMBY supporter at the April 4, 2018 rally for SB 827. Location: City Hall, San Francisco.
Photographer: Leslie Dreyer of the Housing Rights Committee of San Francisco

Source: K. Marti, F. (2019, February 19). YIMBY, White Privilege, and the Soul of Our Cities.
Shelterforce.com

Appendix W: Community

Tenants Association.

Photographer: Leslie Dreyer of the Housing Rights Committee of San Francisco
Source:Ibid
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Appendix X: YIMBY supporters at the April 4, 2018 rally for SB 827. Location: City Hall, San
Francisco.
Photographer: Jef Poskanzer
Source: L. Flint, A. (2019, February 26). Backyard Brouhaha. Lincoln Institute of Land Policy.
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Appendix Y: YIMBY Awards Gala 2017. Photographer: Dai Sugano, Bay Area News Group.
Source: Murphy, K. (2017, November 12). 'Homes for human beings': Millennial-driven antiNIMBY movement is winning with a simple message. Bay Area News Group: The Mercury
News.

Appendix Z: Awards Gala 2018.
Source: Murphy, K. (2017, November 12). 'Homes for human beings': Millennial-driven antiNIMBY movement is winning with a simple message. Bay Area News Group: The Mercury
News.
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Appendix A1: Awards Gala 2017. Photographer: Dai Sugano, Bay Area News Group.
[Original caption]: “YIMBY leader Sonja Trauss (center) chats with Palo Alto Councilman
Adrian Fine (L) and his wife, Jane (R), at a YIMBY Action fundraising gala Nov. 2, 2017, at San
Francisco’s Verdi Club, where Yelp CEO Jeremy Stoppelman was a featured guest.”
Source: W. Meronek, T. (2018, May 21). YIMBYs Exposed: The Techies Hawking Free Market
"Solutions" to the Nation's Housing Crisis. In These Times.

Appendix A2: NIMBY Art, 2019. Artist Unknown.
Source: LouisMirante. (2019, March 27). Sure is a dark hand in this other NIMBY art wonder if
there is any significance to that. [Tweet].
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Appendix A3: NIMBY Art, 2018. Artist Unknown.
Source: Scott_Wiener. (2018, April 3). #SB827 - my bill allowing more housing near public transit - has
sparked a long overdue discussion about whether we actually want to solve the housing crisis. It’s also
unleashed lots of psychedelic artistic creativity. When this is all over, we may do an art showing in my
office. [Tweet].

Appendix A4: NIMBY Art, 2018. Artist Unknown.
Source: Rihallix. (2018, March 9). A new vision for the future of CA brought to you by @Scott_Wiener ,
the letters S & B and the number 827 from the artist known as Seamus O’Ramus[Tweet].
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Appendix A5: Seamless Bay Area’s Vision Map.

